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EDWIN ¥ RICHMOND, late of Oxford,
deceased, will and petition for pr»!>ate thereof
ex
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on

teulrlx therein

name
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Ε M M \ D RICK Κ R, la e of Water ford, d»
a->ed, will and petition for probate thereof
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ii»IIN l>. IH'NV, inte of Sumner, <lec a-»-i;
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l>< titioo th «t Charles H. llonuey or
-ult tblc person lie appointe·! administrator.
I·-e-ente I bv C II- Βοηιι·»ν. Geo. D. Grose ami
M Κ. Kogg, sele ttnen of Sumner.
t;E«>R«;E p. WHITNEY law of Oxford.
a-ed. tlr-k account presented ior allowance
Walter I. tiray, admlnlttrator.
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Students of dairy problems feel positive that dairymen as a rule do not make
tbe must of their opportunities. With
the production of many herds averaging
between three and four hundred pounds
of butter per cow per year and with cows
of such capacity secured with comparative ease by breeding and selection, it
stems strange that the average dairyman <ioes not get more of a move on.
and is contented to putter along with
return of 175 pounds per
au average
year. And vet, is the average dairyman
much different from the average man in
any waik of life? How seldom do we
tind one who is making the most of his
opportunities or using his life for all
there is in it. This is to be found in all
laborer seldom
walks. The common
rises to the plaue of accomplishment of
bis full capacity. The same is emphatically true of the mechanic: in some
places it is difficult to get mechanics
who will do honest, skillful work. Iu
trade and even the professions human
natute is the same, and we tind many
individuals who are falling far short of
the possibilities in their individual cases.
When it comes to considering the manufacturer—the man who has charge of
machinery, other men and forces of
nature—the case seems different. A
the product of a
man knowing what
factory should In· is always straining to
do a little better than that—to make the
wheels revolve a little faster, to save
little costs in handling, to get more effective machinery, and in other ways to
get the maximum not the average prodIn the competition of business
uct.
only the machiue that produce» the
maximum amount is considered good
f>>r anything. In a similar way the
railway manager gets a maximum of efficiency from the forces at his command
And here is one of the strange things
about the dairyman. He is a manufacturer, the cow being his machine,
and he is not as particular as the users
»f other kinds of machinery to get the
maximum of product.
Considering again the man as an iuilividual failing to accomplish what he
might, we tind several causes combining
Some persons
to produce this result.
to exert
ure too easy by temperament
themselves to the utmost. Others are
positively indolent and waste many valuable hours in sheer nothingness. Another failure comes from bad habits.
In the dairy illustration we find that
the great cause of the lack of accomplishing what he might is due to the
fact that the dairyman uses too many
general purpose cows, those that are lit
ted for nothing iu particular, and this
strikes me as an illustration of underlying cause for so many failures in life
doing nothing in particular. If every
young man would make up his mind to
learn how to do some one thing a little
better than any one else, to excel in one
specialty, he would be apt to make more
of a success in life. Very often the man
looking for a job can do nothing in particular. and he can get nothing to do except where mere brute muscle is wanted.
No boy should start out with the iutentiou of being a general purpose man.
Excel in something and your services
will be wanted somewhere. —New Englaud Fanner.
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Commons, Ottawa, which provides £
uniform bo* package for apples for tb(
export trade, will, if it becomes law
be perhaps the greatest innovation .!
the history of the Canadian fruit grow
ing industry up to the present time, in
addition to having a far-reaching influence on the Canadian export trade.
In the autumn of 1904 we interviewed

Mr. A. McNeill, chief of the fruit division,
who spared no pains in impressing ua
with the superiority of the box paokage
fruit. According to Mr.
for fancy
McNeill there could be little doubt about
the barrel being the more desirable
package for about 80 percent of Canadian apples. At the same.time, « barrel
of Canadian apples seldom reached ureal
Britain in perfect condition, and every
oue knew that there were certain varieties of apples which simply could not be
shipped in barrels without spoiling, to
the Englishman who wauted a
apple for table use, price was no object
and a bruised apple not to bethought of.
For this trade the box package was
necessary. It was entirely because Tasnianian and Californian fruit came thus
packed to the English market in perfect
condition that it had become so popular. The box, moreover, was about as
cheap a form of package as the barrel,
owing to the advance in the price of
first-class barrels during the past two
Year before last a
or three seasons.
number one quality barrel cost as high
as «5c to IDc, and, although the price
had since dropped to 36c, there was at
the present time comparatively little
difference in comparison with the cost
of the regulation box.
\ second argument in favor of the box
was that the English trade preferred it ;
at the name time it had to bo remembered that the
English consumer was
accustomed to seeing Canadian apples in

'^pcy

barrels, and.

naturally

enough,

was

when he happened upon a
box package labelled 'Canadian apples.
Mr. McNeill went on to say that the
Canadian buyer and wholesale dealer, as
well as the broker, the wholesaler and
the retailer in Great Britain, favored the
barrel simply because less labor and
expense were involved in handling.
The solution of the whole matter lay in
the education of the Loglish consumer
to the superior value of fancy Canadian
apples packed in boxes. Some of the
authorities in Ottawa go even
than Mr. McNeill and emphasize the
superiority of the box paokage, from the
standpoint of cheapness in handling,
convenience of size, and uniformity of

suspicious

furt»®r

Fruit men although interested
proposed legislation are by no

in the

means
opposing the

united in supporting or
bill. Some firms who are accustomed
to the barrel package and know with
what distinct approval Canadian barrelled apples have met in foreign markets, are inclined to doubt whether an>
benefit can accrue to the Canadian fruit
trade, at the same time contending that
the barrel will always be the more popular package. Others are inolined to
view Mr. Fisher's bill with favor; they
recall the Fruit Marks Act, which was
viewed suspiciously by the Canadian
fruit trade before it became law, and
has since proved to be in their best interests. The big question is whether
the box package will mean bigger profits for the shipper in Canada, and even
those who are opposed to the new bill
on general principles, admit that this

i.aiinut

:\Κβ

Ha annwerml

comes

into

until

general

the hoi naclt-

use."

The Orchard Outlook.
There is marked activity going on
among the fruit growers this spring all
along the line. Young trees are beine

-,

aud often the distance is not very great
either. The important forage crop of
tli.« future is alfalfa, but with the seed
comes the alfalfa dodder to rob the
grower of much of his profits—and so on
Every farmer realizes
KWMK EL>/\BKTH *rKVKXS.UKoKUK without limit.
Κ : Κι· *»I E\ ESS and \VKM>KLL IIERitKKT this, for there are noue who have not
In
the
Con
wi
of
t*,
ambildge
STEVESs
Mailt.' chusctts;
of
petition for suffered.
uio.iwea th
I
Λ loss that conies to the farmer whose
iteii-*· to eel ami convey real estate présente
by William E. Llojnl.
grain is free from weed seed is caused by
ADUIsoN Κ. IIKRIUCK,Jwl^;of Mltlt'onr*, inequality in the kernels; the few that
\ true copy— Attest:
are shrunken, mingled with the perfect
VLBKItT r>. PARK. Rcgl-ter.
and plump, lower tliegradc of the whole
in the market s nil the value of that reXOTICS,
There is no
ta ued for next year's seed.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he Ιι.ι
excuse for sowing weeds w here productthe
!
of
adudulstrator
il
bo
iluly appointed
ive crops s'tould grow, or blighted graiu
e-tate of
WILLI M OKXTKI BROWN, lata or Si inner, | which cannot
terminate; no excuse
In the County of Ox foci. deceased, an·! given
whatever, for machinery has beeu manu
bou<l»as the law ιUreels. All persons bavin·.·
facture*) by means of which it is claimdemand· against the estate of sal·I deceased an
'texlrv·! to present the name for «eu le in eut. an·
ed seed of pretty uearly all kinds can be
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
with
cleaned, separated and graded
ment Immediately.
MORRIS R. FOGG. { speed and exactness. The Chatham
Apr» l?th, 19U&.
fanning mill, with its seventeen screens
SOT1CK.
and riddles, undertakes to handle any
seed named in a seed catalogue, from
The eubscrilier hereby gtves notice thai In
ha- tieen 1 uIy appointe·! admlnlstra'or of the pecan nut» to clover, aud to grade them
1
e-tate of
with absolute accuracy. That the manul'ETKK Me A LUS ΕΚ. late of Lov II,
lu the Couuty of oxford, deceased. and given facturers have contidence in their ability
!
Ail
bonds &s the" law directs.
persons having to do what they promise is evidenced by
toman I* again<t the estate of β il l deceased axe their otter to send a mill to the intending
•Ic-dred to present the -ame for settlement, an·!
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pty
purchaser for a thirty days trial at the
ment liume'llately.
company's expense. There is not much
April 1Mb, laos. U. PEKLEY MCALLISTER. dauger of mistake under those circumIn the mean time the subject
stances.
NOTICE.
the free "Chatham
can be 'studied in
h*
that
The subscriber hereby give» notice
Book," which will be sent to any person
ha- lieen duly appolnteit administrator of the I
e-tate of
requesting it. Address The Manson
WILSON SULI M AN. lateof Peru.
Campbell Company, Ltd., Department
anil
In the County of Oxford, deceased.
41 A, Detroit, Mich.

I» ~TK\ ENS. of Cambridge. In ti c
t'ommouwe&'tb of Μ,ι-^c u etts, it*.···*·;»»*»··!,
and petition for probate thereof
of
w!U
copy
presi nted by William E. I.lo)·!. the tyte.utor
thereof anil named then In.
M

\

KT11

\

All persons
given liouite a· the 'aw directs
having demands against the estate of said deceased ar·· desired to present the same for set
tleuicnt, an I all Indebted thereto are resettle·!
to mtke pavment Immedla'elv.
JAM ESS. WRIGHT.
April l«h, 1ΛΛ.

Λ ©TICK.
The sub-^rlber hereby gives notice that he I
hi» been ilulv appolute l administrator with the
will annexed of the estate of
M ARTHA K. IH)K, lateof Paris.
In the County of Oxforl, deceased. AII person*
having demand* against the estate of salil ileeeaseiT are de d red to present the same for settlenient, anil all Indebted thereto are request?·! t<>
make tiavment Immediately.
LORES' Β MERRILL
April 1Mb. 1» 3

Fight against
The

fact

the Brown Tail Moth.

that the

commissioner of

agriculture has a small appropriation
at hie disposal should in no wise cause

the average citizen to slacken his personal efforts to rid his own immediate
vicinity of these insects. While the
appropriation iu Commissioner (iilmau's
hands will undoubtedly be used wisely
aud discreetly, the portion of the state
already known to be invaded seriously
is a very wide area, and the trees that
are already discovered to be infested«an
literally be counted by the million, so
NOTICE.
without the patriotic labors and efforts
Ttie subs, riber hereby gives notice that he I
citizens in the several commuhas lieen iluly appointed a'tmlulstrutor of the of the
nities the state at large will soon be at
HMtal
KLI.KN T»*>TH \KER. lateof Dlxtl 1<I.
the niercv of these pests. It is a very
In the ouut^ of Oxford, deceased, ami given
All persons having hopeful sign that in almost every locality
bonds as t e aw illrects
demand-agalDst the estate of sal«l deceased are where attention has been called to the
•le»lre'l to ureseat the same for settlement, an )
difficulty the people as a whole are
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
rising in the full strength of their
nient Immediately.
various local organizations, to stay the
.IOI1N H. TOOTHAKER
April 1Mb. is*».
tide of the pestilence. It is no use of
AOTICE.
cotnplainiug that the task is too great,
The subscril>er hereby gives notice that he and all the nests cannot be destroyed
has ι**:, ituly appointe·) a dministrator of th·.· before
warm
weather comes. Every
estate of
single nest destroyed reduces the calamJAMKS M. LIBRY, lateof Hiram,
In the Couutv of oxford. deceased, an>l given ity just so much, aud much good can be
ι··-η ι- as |he I tw illrecta. Ail persons having
accomplished if valuable time is not
•leuian Is against the estate of sal*t deceased aie
wasted iu discussing ways and means
derired to prc-vnt the same for settlement, ami
a I .ndebted thereto are requested to make pay- and finding fault because our neighbors
ment Immediately.
do not do what to us seems the proper
KRK1» S. I.1UBT.
April 13th, IS*β
thing for them to do. It is a big fight
but if every one will work over against
NOTICE.
their own premises and do their utmost
All public Halls, stores and Offices are notified
hands of the public
to uphold the
not to use anv wood spit box either with sawdust
officials we have every reason to believe
or sand In It.
CIIIKK ENGINEER,
that the damage done this year at least
South Paris Village Corporation.
will be reduced ta a minimum, and with
V 8. The time limit la about up ou lire escape
another long winter before the pests
notices.
can cover the whole state it would seem
as though they could be kept back and
tbeir iniquitous work reduced below any
alarming rauge.

the goods for application In their owr
orchards. This shows a desire on tin
part of orchard owners to give theii
trees the needed treatment when thev
The prin
are informed in the matter.
ci pal reason that so mauy orchards have
not been sufficiently fertilized is that the
home manures have been required to
keep up the productivity of the soil in
their general farming, thus leaving the
trees in a measure to go hungry for
their needed food. Just inform these
wideawake meu how the trees can be
protitably and successfully treated and
they are ready to take bold of it and
have the available means for the purpose. The State I'omological Society,
through its public meetings and publications, together with the aid rendered
in the same direction by our other state
institutions, all together, are doing an
important work in disseminating the
knowledge needed in successful fruit
growing. The results of these public
teachings are cropping out all over the
state.—Maine Farmer,

Water for Sheep.
We all know, says an experienced

that sheep like water.
Even when on grass they will take it
a
times
day, unless the grass has
many
dew or water on it, and more on dry
feed if they can get it. Water keeps the
food from burning in the stomach by
keeping it cool and soft. With the gastric juice and water, digestion is made
easy. This is why I turn my sheep out
when the rape is wet. With each bite of
rape they are taking moisture which
keeps the stomach cool, and if there is
any poison in the rape plant it is adulterated, and besides, they are out in the
cool of the day. Sheep that have tilled
on wet rape will drink very little water
in the forenoon, but will drink much
more when they come in at night, if the
plant has wilted during the day, because
it was dryer. So I believe water is the
key to success with rape. Salt la always where they can get it, and with
the salt I mix wheat shorts—three
pecke of salt and one of shorts. They
wdl eat more salt this way. Salt is
cooling, a preservative, and helps digestion. If sheep are off of rape for a few
days, and are to be turned on to a fresh
iieid, use the same care as when tirst
turned in. I have never lost a sheep by
bloat, but last December I had three
sick and two of them died. On examination I found that deathSras caused by

sheep keeper,

eating rape stumps.

Egg-Eating Hens.
When the docks are too large, the hens
crowd upon the nests during laying. If,
during this crowding, one of the hens
happens to drop an egg on the edge of
the nest, or against the side, and it is
broken, the other hens will at once pick
up the contents. They thus acquire the

taSte.
When bens are over-fat they will occasionally lay soft-shelled eggs, and care
must be taken that a sufficient amouut of
cracked oyster shell is always within
reach to supply tbe needed lime. Quite
often these soft-ahelled eggs are dropped
from the roosts at night and plckml up
by the bens tbe next morning. Naturally, this shows the hens how good an egg
tastes, and the rest is easy.
The moment a hen is found eating
eggs, she should be removed to separate
quarters, or she may teach the vice tn
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com*
the rest of the flock. We know of no
There is an increasing demand for bee· positive cure for this evil, except desolicited.
ing year.
I stings among homeopaths. This is a oapitation, and it would be far more
H. D. COLE,
new feature connected with bee culture,
profitable to kill and sell such carcasses,
Pond, Me. I and it is hoped it will
develop into a than to give them quarters in a flock at

Wanted.
Correspondence
Bryant'»

April lath, 1905.

profitable business.

aloes.—Farm Journal.
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Id
fe«ted in the question of the most suit
able package for apple shipping, tlx
following from the Canadian Grocer wtl
prove of interest:
"The bill now before the House ol

1

Massachusetts.

/

Apple Packages Ιο Canada.
view of the general Interest raani

There is scarcely auy one thing that planted, older ones bearing inferior
brings heavier loss to farmers than un- fruit are being grafted to more desirab'·
ALBERT L. S<>1'LK, late of < >x or·, de- clean seed. The seeds of some of the varieties, bearing orchards are beint.·
ure-ented for allowance I most
ret'e·!; Ûst
injurious weeds in the United cultivated, and best of all a more genera'
by Trum tu Κ. Soute. aifmlnl trator.
States have been brought here from attention is being given to the all-imfur
"1
Uxkni;
petition
■
BMtWNi
| >>ther countries mixed with imported portant matter of proper fertilization
IDV18
»
t«i * II mii· I l'on ν»· ν real c tile i»rtrr-viit···
vjrain ami crass seed, and after becoming Id a town largely interested in orchardby Mary Κ Ki"\vn, gu irdlan.
well established in their tirst home, they ing where the editor of the Farmer re
In
I
;t;K STEVENS, late of Cambridge,
ill·
in like manner, been spread over cently gave an informal talk on the mat» oUDty of Middlesex anil fomtuouweiltli of I have,
r
It has come to be the ter of orchard fertilisation, and called
Mi-uliu-etts, deceased; copy of will an·! state after state.
tlon for probate thereof au·! the appoint
case that a farmer seldom knows with attention to the results being secure'1
K. Lloyd or some other sultabl
ment of Wm
be through the use of commercial ohem
wll' annexed any certainty what evil thing he may
person as admlnlstr it··· with the
re-eiitod by aid Win Ε Lloyd, administratis introducing into his land when he sows rals in fruit production, a large numbc
of
I
th
li
said
Commjuwea
with th<· «III annexed
small seeds brought from a «listant point; at once forwarded orders for some «·»
by Happy L. Moulton and Wilbur D. Μ

mcMni.

Democrat.

Oxford

The

effective at any rate. Mis» Donne.
-You mean that he ruined your carcer?"
"Well—er—yes. I suppose that d>
scribe* the position with fair aceura-
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very great scoundrel?
"lie v. ns rrd is."
with quiet bitterness.
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v-s wrd.» had evoked a sudden
For the moment
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veco iwtlon.
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1
l ow he had been
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CHAPTER VI.

EIERCE

emotions ure necessarily
transient, but for the hour they
exhaust the psychic capacity.
The sailor had gone through
sut h mental stress before it was yet
uoon that he was benumbed, wholly incr.pable of further sensation.
Being in good condition, he soon recovered his physical powers. lie was
outwardly little the worse for the en-

The skin
counter with the devilfish.
around his mouth was sore. Ilis waist
and legs were bruised. One sweep of
the ax had cut clean through the bulging leather of his left boot without
toucliiug the flesh. lu a word, lie was

practically uninjured.

: s s: e eiiolted the information
ι ;-· c-l.lt Γ foe was a man. A eer-B l.cs'tar.ey in her mant
: !o ne::t spoke might have
v·'
his hungry soul
! ! :.i. but
»·.·,·■
......
(
ν t'.e warm sympathy of uer
•

grave
I can
yon I

awful

place."

his pipe and tobacco.
"That is a tirst rate pipe." she delie

"Miss Deane," lie said, "there is no

dentl.v agree with him."
"Absolutely."

myself."

as

It le, I

owe

you

"Walt oue minute.
couple of crowbars."

vation."

When Trls was determined about
Anything lier chin dimpled. It puck-

ered delightfully now.
"1 will come with you." she announced.
"Very well. I will wait for you. The
serve for another hour."
tide
He knew he had decLlcd rightly. She
could not bear to be alone—yet. Soon
the crowbars were secured, and they

will

o*i the landwar i
'e of the shallow water In which he
|,t tïi·· o:-topvs.
Already the dark lluld emit te 1 by lib
i. .sail.'.ut in Its final discomfiture was
posing away owing to the slight moveme t <>Γ tl:e
Ν w t'....t y ι have liyn;j'.:l me hciv
wit!ι sj much Γ.Ι: ».u ty. what are you
giln ; to do':" s!:e said. "It will be
madness for you to ntt.'.upt to fo:tl
that passage again. Where there is
one of those horrible things I here are

suppose."

"That is one reason why I brought
the crowbars," he explained. "If you
will sit down for a little while I will
have everything properly fixed."
Ile delved with one of the bars until
it lodged In a crevice of the coral.
Theu a few powerful blows with the

back of the ax wedged it urmly enough
to bear any ordinary stralu. The rope
ends reeved through the pulley on the
tree were lying where they fell from
the girl's hand at the close of the
struggle. He deftly knotted them to the
rigid bar, and a few rapid turns of a
piece of wreckage passed between the
two lines strung them Into a tautness
that could not be attained by any
amount of pulling.
Iris watched the operation In silence.
The sailor always looked at his best
when hurd at work. The half sullen,
wholly self contained expression left
his face, which lit up with enthusiasm
That
and concentrated Intelligence.
which he essayed he did with all his

might.

He. tolling with steady persistence,
felt not the lqward spur which sought
relief in speech, but Iris was compelled
to say something.
"I suppose," she commented with an
air of much wisdom, "you are contriving an overhead railway for the aafe
transit of yourself and the goods Γ

"Y-yee."

are you so doubtful about It?"
"Because I personally Intended to
walk acfoea. The ropes will serve to
convey the packages."
She rose Imperiously. "I absolutely
forbid you to «iter the water again,

"Why

ftnch

a

suggestion

on

jrecr

Mit Is «rit*

"ilave 1 done so?"
"Not a moment ago. How old aie
you. Mr. Jenks? I am twenty-twenty
last December."
"And 1," he said, "will be tv\eut>In August."
I am
"Good gracious!" she gasped.

eisiit

A

bail

clared solemnly.
"I often wonder bow anuy oilicers
"They
manage to exist," she said.
never seem to get enougb sleep, in the
east ut any rate."
"So you assume I have been in the
army ?"
"I am quite sure of it."
"May I ask why?"

if #;./> wiii»

lie snappei the locks and squinted
•lown the barrels of half a dozen tJ
test tlicni. Those lie laid on one side.
Then he rapidly eonstructe 1 η small
raft from i.io.-e timbers, binding them

roi:g!.Iy with ro;;e. and to this argosy
lie fastened the box of tea, the barrels
of llour, the broken saloju chair ani
other small articles which might be of
lie avoided auy difficulty hi
use.
ianncliin ; the r: ft by building it close
When all was
to the water's elge.
ready tlie rising tide floated it for him.
He secure.! it 1> his longest rope ami

returned to the reef. Scrambling uow
with difficulty over the rough aud danmaze J
gerous track. Iris was secretly a
laacgave It a vigorous push off into the
by fbe remembrance of the daring
Then he slung four rliles across
tivity s!:e displayed during lier earlier, goon.
his shoulders, asked Iris to carry the
passage along the same precarious [
renuiiii'iig two In like manner and beVoadway.
to maneuver the raft landward.
Then she darted from rock to rock gan
"While you land the goods 1 will
chaof
ο
fearless
certainty
with the
dinner." announced the girl.
mois. Hor only stumble was caused, prepare
'Tle.tse be careful not to slip on the
she recollected, by an absurd effort to
!:e said. "I am concerned about
avoid wetting lie:· dress. She laughed rocks."
the rlllcs. If you Ml you might damthe
reached
when
place.
they
nervously
and the Incoming tiJe will
'I'llis t'nie Jenks lifted lier across the ago them,
so hopelessly rust those I leave behind

luli»"ve:ilu·-' channel.
They were standing

fra-n some horrid fever when I «as
unite a little girl. My father is everything to me."
-Dear child!" he murmured, apparently uttering his thoughts aloud rath»o
er than addressing her directly.
vuii dud me gruff, eh.'
«Λ re ;u'.ar bear when you lecture me.
Hut that is only occasionally. \ou can
Le very nice u hen you like, when you
forget your p ist troubles. Λud pray,
why do you call use a ch.Id;

exposure to the sun create.} wrinkles,
am. you must have lived much in the
open air."
"Early rising and late «oing to bed
for the complexion." lie deare

a

"What for?"
"I must go back there." He jerked
his head In the direction of the reef.
She uttered a little sob of dlsniny.
"I will Incur no danger tills time." he
explained. "I found rifles there. We
must have them; they may mean sal-

^

said.
"Wrinkles! How terrible.
"I don't know. I think they rather
BUit von. Besides. It was stupid of me
to imagine you were so old. I suppose

my

I want to get

^e

show your age markedly."
'What a lot
She smiled nervously.
of trouble you must have had to-toto give you those little wrinkles m the
she
corners of your mouth uml eyes,

life."
"You owe me notuing,' sne suappeu.
"It Is very thoughtless of you to ruu
such risks. What will become of me
If anything happens to you? My point
of view is purely selfish, you see."
"Quite so. Purely selfish." Ile smiled sadly. "Selfish people of your type
ore somewhat rare. Miss Deoue."
She moved toward the cove, but he

cried :

••What! Is that quite accurate.
••0!:. quite. Of tours.·. Mr. Jenks. I
t0
can i-ever Drget how much l
you. 1 like yon ïmmeneely. too.
though you are so-so K|uff
times.
But—but—you see. m> father
together,
and 1
h:\ve always been
have neither brother uor sistir. not
even a cousin.
My tU»r uiotlier died

very sorry, but 1 really thought you
forty at least."
•1 look it. uo doubt. Let me be equally candid and admit that you. too.

"but I am not sorry."

"Because,

"You will like my father when you
meet him. lie is the very best man
alive. I am sure."
"You two are great friends, then.
"Great frleuds! He is the only friend
I poscss in the world."

were

in the cave. That la one reason why
I followed you."
He laid the
It was quite true.
weapon aside when delving at the rock
and forgot to replace it In his belt.
"It was stupid of me," he admitted,

"Why?"

i-roduccd

clared. "My father always said that a
straight stem, with the bowl at a right
angle, was the correct shape. \ou e\i-

such serious danger as you imagine.
Last time the cuttle caught me napping. lie will not do so again. Those
rilles I must have. If it will serve to
reassure you. I will go along the line

00L

pan-lied

"Won't
-You ;.:·«· tired." she said.
you snwUo for a little while and talk

best to act.

and found that the weapons were apnnrentlv In excellent order.

whi. h fell like rain on

vv.

She <-ou!d think of no lietter arguHer only resource was η woman's expedient—a plea for protection
against threatening ills.
The sailor seemed to he puzzled how

|

aid will try to save his own life," he unswered. "If you use such adjectives to
me. what words can I find to do Justice to you, who dared to come close
to such α vile looking creature and
kill It. I must thank my stars that you
carried the revolver."
"Ah!" she said. "That reminds me.
You do not practice what you preach.
1 found your pistol lying on the stone

i

»

ment.

J

t> ν

Γ'.»

»!··',

Without another word he commenclie had the doglike habit of shaking
ed
operations. There was plenty of
Ile
did
a
himself at the close of
fray.
j
and the plan he adopted was
rope,
showed
Iris
sa now when he stood up.
itself. When each package
clearer signs of the ordeal. lier face simplicity
was r.ecurely fastened he attached it to
was drawn and haggard, the pupils of
that passed over the line stretchher eyes dilated. She was gazing luto a bop
from the tree to the crowbar. To
ed
Comillimitable,
unexplored.
depths
this loop lie tied the lightest rope he
pass!on awoke at sight of 1er.
threw the other end to
"Come." said Jenks gently. "Let us could find mid
Iris. Ry pulling slightly she was able
to
the
island."
back
get
at lier feet even the cumbrous
He quietly resumed predominance, tj land
for the traveling angle was
rifle
chest,
of
helping her over the rough pathway
the heavier the article
that
acute
so
the reef, almost lifting her when the
the more readily It sought the lower
difficulties were great.
level.
lie did not ask her how it happened
They toiled in silence until Jenks
that she came so speedily to his assistcould
done
it.
had
lay hands on nothtag more of
she
ance.
Enough that,
due care, lie I
daring all for his sake. She was weak value. Then, observing
quickly passed the channel. For an
and trembling.
at
Reaching the Arm sand, she could ! instant the girl gazed affrightedly her
the sea until the sailor stood at
walk alone.
"I>ld—the
thlug—grip you?" she; side again.
The tide had turned. In a few minnervously Inquired.
sub'All over at once, it felt like. The utes the reef would be partly
merged. To carry the case of rilles to
beast attacked me with five arms."
She shuddered. "I don't know how the maiuland was a manifestly impos"How sible feat, so Jenks now did that which
you could tight It" she said.
done earlier would have sa veil him
strong, how brave, you must be!"
This amused him. "The veriest cow- j some labor. He broke open the chest

others. I

l*lc

i·

Von arc taking a
shameful.
risk for no very great gain that
see. «ml if anything happens to
shall be left all alone in this

#f

n

that they will be useless."
"I will preserve them at any cost,
though with six in our possession there
le a margin for nccideuts. However, to
reassure you. 1 will go hack quickly."
Ilefore he cold protest she started off
at a run. Jumping lightly from rock to
rock. Disregarding his shouts, she persevereJ until she stood safely on the
sands. Then, saucily waving a farewell. she set off toward the cave.
Had she seen the look of fierce despair that settled down upon Jenks'
face as he turned to his task of guiding the raft ashore she might have
wondered what It meant. In any case
she would certainly have behaved dif-

ferently.
By the tluie the sailor bad safely

landed his cargo Iris had cooked their
midday meal. She achieved a fresh
culinary triumph. The eggs were fried!
"I am seriously thinking of trying to
boll a ham." she stated gravely. "Have
you niiy Idea how long It takes to cook
one

protierly?"

"A

quarter

pound."

'•Admirable!

of

an

hour for each

But we can measute

neither hours nor pounds."
I will
"I think we can do both.
balance of some kind.
construct a
Tl.cn. wltii u ham slung to one end and
a rifle and some cartridges to the other.
I will lei! you the weight of the ham
to an ounce. To ascertain the time 1
have already determined to fashion a

renremlter the requisite
I
divisions with reasonable accuracy,
and a little observation will enable us
to cjrrect any mistakes."
"Yon are really very clever. Air.
said Iris, with \hlidlike candor.
"Have you spent several years of your
life In preparing for residence on a
desert island?'
"Something of the sort. I have led
a queer kind of existence, full of useless [imposes. Kate has driven uie into η corner where my odds and ends

Jenks,"

"Your manner, your voice, your quiet
air of authority, the very way you
walk, all betray you."
"Then," be said sadly, "I will not attempt to deny the fact. I held α commission in the Indian stall corps for
It was a hobby of mine.
nine years.
Miss Demie, to make myself acquainted with the best means of victualing
my men and keeping them In good
he.ilth under all s:>rts of fanciful c_nditi his and in every kind of climate,
especially under circumstances when
ordinary stores were not available.
With llint object In view 1 read up
every possible country in which my
regiment might Ik* engaged, learned
the local names of common articles of
food and ascertained particularly what
provision nature made to sustain life.
The study interested me. Once, dur-

ing the Sudan campaign. It
useful and procured me
"Tell me about it."

was

really

promotion."

"During some operations In the desert
It was necessary for my troop to follow up a email party of rebels mounted

on camels,
which, as you probably
know, can go without water much longWe were almost wlther than horses.
Ln striking distance when our horses
completely gave out, but I luckily no-

ticed indications which showed that
there was water beneath a portion of
the plain much below the general level.
Half an hour's spade work proved that
I was right. We took up the pursuit
again and ran the quarry to earth, and

I got my captaincy."
"Was there no light?"
He paused an appreciable time before replying. Then he evidently made
up his mind to perform some disagreeThe watching girl could
able task.
see the change In his face, the sharp
transition from eager Interest to angry
resentment.
"Yes," he went on at last, "there was
bea fight. It was a rather stiff affair,
cause a troop of British cavalry which
should have supported me had turned
back owing to the want of water alBut that did not
ready mentioned.
save the olflcer in charge of the Twen-

ty-fourth

lancers from being severely

reprimanded."

Spring Medicine

There is no other season when good
medicine i> so much needed m in the

Spring.

The blood b

Impure, weak and

impoverished—a condition indioated
by pimples and other eruptions on th·
face and body, by deficient vitality,
loss of appetite, lack of strength, and
want of animation.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

Make th· blood pur·, rigorous and

rich, create appétit·, give vitality,
strength and animation, and cur·
all eruptions. Have the whole family
begin to tak· them today.

"Hood'· Sareaparill· bas been used La
our family fat some time, and always with
good results. Last spring I was all ran

of knowledge are actually valuable. down and
got a bottle of It, and m usual
Such accidents make men millionaires." received
benefit." Miss Enum
great
"Useless purposes!" she repented. "I Bore*, 8towe, Vt
t>
One uses such
can hurdly credit that.
Hood's
prornlM· t·
eantparllli
alive
a phrase to describe fussy people,
turo and h—po thé promt··.
eneworst
Your
with foolish activity.

"The Twenty-fourth lancers!" cried
Iris. "Lord Ventnor's regiment!"
"Lord Ventuor was the officer In

question."

ITer face crimsoned.
know him7" she suld.
"I do."
"Is he your enemy?"

"Then you

"Yes."
"And that is why you were eo agitated that last day on tlie Sirdar, when
poor Lady Tozer asked me if 1 were
engaged to him?"

"Yes."
"IIow could It affect you? You did
not even know my name then?"
"It affected me because the sudden
mention of his name recalled my own
I quitted the army six
disgrace.
months ago. Miss Deane. under very
painful circumstances. A general court

martial found me guilty of conduct
unbecoming an oflh-er and a gentleI was not even given a chance
man.
I was cashiered."
to resign.
lie pretended to speak with cool
truculence. Ile thought to compel her
Into shrinking contempt. Yet his face
blanched somewhat, and, though he

pipe

between

steadily kept
teeth and smoked with studied
cern, his lips twitched a little.
the

his

uncon-

And he dared not look at her. for the

girl's wondering eyes were fixed upon
him, and the blush had disappeared as
quickly as It came.
"I remember something of this," she
said slowly, never once averting her
"There was some gossip congaze.
cerning It when I first came to Ηοίϊ
You are Captain Robert Ankong.
etruther?"
"I am."
"And you publicly thrashed Lord
Ventnor as the result of a quarrel
a woman?"
"Your recollection Is quite accurate."
"Who was to blame?"
"The lady said that I was."
"Was It true?"
Robert Anstruther. late captain of
Bengal cavalry, rose to his feet. He
to take his punishment Bland

about

preferred
ing.

"The court martial agreed with her.
Miss Deane. and I am a prejudiced
witness." he replied.
"Win was the—lady?'
"The wife of my colonel. Mrs. Cos to

bell."

"Oh!"

Long afterward he remembered the
winced
agony of that moment and

at the remembrance. Hut he had
decided upon a fixed policy, and he
was not a man to flinch from consequences. Miss Deane must be taught
to despise him. e'.se—God help them
both—she might learn to love 1dm as ht
now loved her. So. blundering toward
Ids goal, as men always blunder when
Λ woman's heart is concerned, he blind
even

persisted iu allowing her to maki
luch false deductions as she chos<
from his words.
Iris was the first to regain souir
measure of self control.
"1 am glad you have been so candid
Captain Anstruther." she commence*',
but he broke in abruptly:
"Jeuks. if you please. Miss Deane
Iv

Robert Jeuks.

"Certainly. Mr. Jenke.
equally explicit before

Let me be
quit th"

we

I have met Mrs. Costobell. 1
do not like her. I consider lier a de
Your court martial
ceitful woman.
might have found a different verdict
had Its members been of her sex. As

subject.

Lord Ventnor. he Is nothing to me.
It is true lie nslted my father to be permitted to pay his addresses tJ me. hut
my dear old dad left the matter wholly
to my decision, and I certainly never
gave I.o:\! Ventnor any encour.g»
ment. I believe now that .\lrs. Cost >
hell lied and that Lord Ventnor lied
for

when they attributed any dishonorable
action to you, and I am glad that yon
beat him in the club. I am quite sure
he deserved it."
Not one word did this strange man
vouchsafe in reply. lie started vlo
leutly, seized the ax lying at Ills feci
and went straight among the trees,
keeping his face turned from Iris s
that she might not see the tears in his
eyes.
As for the girl, she began to scour
her cooking utensils with much en
erg}* and soon commenced a song. <'onsiderlng that she was compelled to constantly endure the company of a de-

who had been expelled
the service with ignominy, she
Indeed, with
was absurdly contented.
the happy inconsequence of youth, she
quickly threw all care to the winds and

graded ufliier,
from

her thoughts to planning a
surprise for the next day by preparing
some tea, provided she could surreptitiously open the chest.
devoted

CHAPTER VII.

0

EFORE night closed their thir·1
day ou the Island Jenks managed to construct à roomy tent
house, with a framework o.'
sturdy trees selected on account of

their location. To these he nailed ο
tied crossbeams of felled saplings, and
the tarpaulins dragged from the bead,
supplied roof and walls. It require·'
the united strength of Iris and himself
to haul into position the heavy sheet
that topped the structure, while he
was eompclled to desist from active
building operations in order to fashion
Without some such
α rough ladder.
contrivance he could not get the topmost supports adjusted at a sutlicient

height.
Although the edifice required at least
two more days of hard work ltefore it

would be lit for habitation Iris wirhed
to take up her quarters there immediately. Tliis the sailor would not hear
of.
"In the cave." he Vsaid, "you are ait
solutely sheltered from all the wind*
that blow or rain that falls. Our villa,
however, is painfully leaky and draftv
When asleep, the whole
at present.
body Is relaxed, and you are then most
or fever, in
open to the attacks of cold
which case. Miss Peane, I shall be reobliged to dose you with a

luctantly
concoction of that tree there."
He pointed to a neighboring cinchu
he
na, and Iris naturally asked why

selected that particular brand.
"Because it is quinine, not made up
in nice little tabloids, but au naturel
It will not lie a bad plan If we prepare
a strong infusion ami take a small
quantity eve y morning on the excel
that prevention is bettei
lent

principle

than cure."
The girl laughed.
Curiously enough, the lifting of the
veil upon the man's earlier history

trough the reef. A
for .-.hark». Miss Heone. but
no pl:;ce for bnthere."
They i :> μΛ on. While traversins
the coral atrewu south beach. with its
patches <>f white soft sand baking; I
ce'.ve a

pleted

the lions*», which had two com·
parimcuts— an Inner room. In which Iris
slept, aud an outer, which served as α
shelter for their iueals and provided η
bedroom for the man.
Then he constructed a gigantic sky
sign on Summit rock, the small cluster
of bow'.ders on top of the cliff. His
chief difficulty was to hoist into place
the tall poles lie needed, and for this
purpose he had to again visit P.ilm
Tree rock in order to secure the pu ley.
By exercising much Ingenuity i:i devising shear-legs he at lust suecce .el in
lifting the masts into their allotted re-

ceptacles, where they were fir.nly secured. Finally he was able to swing
Into air, high above the topi of the
neighboring trees, the loftiest of v. ich
he felled hi order to clear the view 011
all shits, the name of the shin Sirdar,
fashioned in six foot letters nailed ί·.ϊ·.W
spliced together in sections and nude
from the timbers of that ill fated ves""**
sel.
Meanwhile he taught iris how to
weave a net out of the strands of 1111
With this, weighted
raveled cordage.
by bullets, l.e contrived a cast!:; : net
uud caught a lot of small t! <li in the

Among the Ash caugl.t l!:ey
hit upon two species which nost resembled whiting and haddock, ami
these turned out to be very palatable
and wholesome.
Jenks knew a good dc:tl of botany
and enough ab >ut birds to d"?erentlute
between carnivorous sptv.es and those
lit for human fowl, while tl:e s.·it in
their most fortunate supply of hams
rendered their meals aim >*t epicurean.
From the rusty rifles on the reef
Jenks brought away the l iyonets and
secured all th'f screws, bolts and othe·'
«mail odds and ends which might be
«ervlcoable. I'rntn the barrels l.e tiiî'lt
\ handy grate t » facilitate I is' cooking operations, and a car» :' .i ::e.ir.-h
each m u n in»' amid the :.shc4 of : tiv
burned wreckage accumulated a store
lagoon.

peat I li

the direct raye of the sun, Jenku perceived traies of the turtle which
swarmed In the neighboring sea.
^
"Delicious eggs and turtle soup, ne
announced when Iris asked hini why
1
he was so intently stud} ing
marks on the sand, caused by the great
sea tortoise during their nocturnal vis-

its to the breeding ground.
he conIf they are green turtle.
tinued. "we are in the lap of luxury
They lard the alderman and Inspire
When a ship cornes to our
the poet.
assistance I will persuade the captain
to freight the vessel with them and
make my fortune."
••I suppose, under the cinrum>tauces,
you were not a rich man. Mr. .lenks.
said Iris tlmid y.
-I possess a wealthy bachelor untie
who made me his heir ami allowed me
four hundred a year, so 1 was a sort of
Croesus among staff «'1 1 ^ ° 1
When the smash came he disjwned ^ ο
bv cable. By selling my ponies and n
other belongings 1 was able to walk
out of my charters penniless, but fret,
from debt."
"And all
man'."

"Yes."

and
roared—at the
Ι η.ια
-Bad to me'." he repeated.
nothing to do with her. She was bumbuiigb.B her husband, not me. 1mh>1
that I was. I could not mind my own
business."
So Mrs. Costol»ell was not turtlug
with the man who suffered on her account. It b a regrettable but trot

of most useful nails.
The pressing need for a safe yet accessible b: t'iing place led him and the
girl to devote one aftemnn to a com
survey of the coast line. Bv this

statement that Iris would Willingly
have hugged Mrs. Costobell at that moment.
Rounding Kuropa point, the sal lore

Island, containing the cave, house and
well, was named Project piirk. ami

how it had come there.
Wh.il t. e SIiilar parte.1 a.i.
the after section fell Iv.ek into the
depths beyond the r.e'. .·«.·!
*
us
mu>l have brokt η
and been driven ashore he.ι b>

plete

time they had given names. t> all the
„>hlef localities. The northerly prom u»
tory was naturally christened North
cape: the western. Europa point: the
portion of the reef between their hub
Itatlon and Pulm Tree rock became
Filey Brig; the other section Northwest
reef. The flat sandy passa ire across th"

the extensive stretch of sand on the
southeast, with Its guard of broken
reefs, was at once dubbed Turtle
beach when Jenks discovered that an
Immense number of green turtles were
paying their spring visit to the island
to bury their eggs in the sand.
The two began their tour of Inspection by passing the scene of the flrst
desperate struggle to escape from the

clutch of the typhoon. Iris would not
be content until the sailor showed her
the rock behind which he placet her
for shelter while lie searched for water
For a moment the recol.. otion of their
uufji'tituate companions 011 board ship
brought a lump into her throat and

dimmed her eyes.
"1 remember them

in my prayers
y night." she confided to hiui. "It
that they
see::.s sj unutterably sad
should lie lost while we are alive and

evi

happy."

The man distracted her attention by
out the embers of their flrst
lire, it was the only way to choke

pointing
OllCii

il».·

iimilllll fil» lUVIIII^-

I.I ll

rsnit

denly stormed his heart. Happy! Yes.
lie had 11 ***cr befjre kuiwn si.ch happiness. How long would it last? Ilig

up on tin· cliff swung the sign il to aux
ions searchers of the sea that lien·
woul 1 be f > r.i;l the Mirvlvo > οι the
Sirdar. And tlieu wheu rescue came,
when Mis-s Heaue became u u· mm·
the daughter of a wealthy harouet au i
lie a disgn;<ed and irmieles: outcast!
He Ret his teeth and savagely strtlc!
full u;> «>f the pitcher plant which
sit
had s> provident in !ly re lie ν J their

killing thirst.
"ϋ!ι, why did you do thai':" pouted
Iris, "l'oor thing: it was a true frieu I
in need. I wish I « ι'.'.Id do s imethiug
for it to make it the lust and iealicst
plant <>f its kind <>n the i l..nd."
"Very well." lie answered, "you can
gratify your wish. A tlui til of fresh
water from t: e well applied daily to
its roots will quickly acliieve thai end."
The liior.i A'tiess of his rone and man
For mu e lier quick
uer surprised her.
intuition failed to divine the source of

tlxc.l on their Immediate
but Iris gaze 1 dreamily
ahead. 1 Leuce it was that she was the
tirst to cry In amazement:
«Λ boat! See. «here! on the rooks.
There was η > mistake. Λ s'dp s boat
was per. be l high and
"ϊ «κι the
they
north side of the .are. l* eu
scrambled toward it .lenks mule stood
(,ve<

place,

he com·

wore

iiirroundings.

ρ

l,;W«om

'«jj
day

|l,ls

force of the western current.
«ν»! : ev escape?
Was it intact
Was this ark str,
for their benetlfi If ι we.v sea* > thy.
■
··- ««τ
whither -1;·
lands w!: ·-■<· bl'V outlines were \ls.ble

J*"?

1

«'hundred

other question·
These and
coursed through bis I ram d-tue
nee over the roeks. but all -u···, wild
Kp.cnla lions were promptly M
·"
when they reached the crait. f«»i
U.vl and the whole of the lowei Umbers were smashed into match w.,-d.
1 »■
lint there were stores on
|
.leu'.s remembered that «'apt;·!!! Κ
foresight had secured the pioVibiOm·*
of all the ship's boats .·,. »u aft..
_
lirst wild rush to stee.lj the
Mast>.
was
iost
the
after
propeller
kmIIs oars, seats-all save t*
casks Ιι:ι«| gone. but .?enk<. with eager
litimls, unfastened the lockers. and
1m·:»· lit· found ;ι good supply of tinned
meats aiul biscuits.
They liad barely
ovcred from tin· excitement of this
r«
Ι:·.«Ι when the sailor noticed that hehind the ro» ks on which the eraft was
liruily lodged lay a small η-it ur.il haeln
full of salt water, replenished and

freshened hy the spray of every unie
and completely shut off from all seaward access.
It was not more than four feet deep,
beautifully carpeted with sand and secluded hy rocks on all sides. Not the
tiniest crab or tisli was to be seen. It

provided an Ideal bath.
Iris was overjoyed.

She pointed to-

ward their habitation.
"Mr. .lenks." she said, "I will be with
you at teat line."
lie gathered all the tins he was able
to carry and strode oil', en Joining her
to tire her revolver if for the slightest
reason she wanted assistance, and giving a parting warning that if site delayed too long he would come and

shout to her.

"I wonder." said the girl to herself,
watching his retreating ligure, "what
he is afraid of. Surely by this time
we have exhausted the uiipicisaut surless."
of the island. Anyhow. n >»\ for
A haruilcMs incident, a kindly au I prises
quite feminine resolve, yet big with a splash!"
his irritation.

"You give your advice ungraciously,"
she said, "but I will adopt it nevertlu·

fate f <r both of them.
.IciiUs' unwoiiicd ill humor- for the
passage of days had driven from hi<
face all ils harshness and from lii<
tongue all its assumed bittenie:s
created a passing cloud until the phys
Ical e::erli;>:i of scram'd ng over the
rucks ti> roiiU'.l the North cape restore :
their normal relations.
At last they reached the south side,
and here they at once found them
selves in a delightfully secluded ami
tiny bay, sandy, tree lined, sheltered
on three s!des by cliffs and rocks.
"Oil," cried Iris excitedly, "what a

lovely sp

>t.a

perfect Smugglers'

«·:»·.

.·!"

"Charming enough to look at," was
the answering comment, "but open to
the sea. If you look at the smooth riband of water out there you will per-

FOR BOTH

She was hardly In the water I ef >re
she liegnii to be afraid on acc >:::it of
happened to
Jenks. Suppose anyihlû
him while she was thou htiessiy « nj jylug herself here! So St "ougly did l.'.e
thought possess lier 11 ! :* t slie hurriedly
dressed again and ran ο : » tini! him.

He was engaged in fa· reniug a number of bayonets transver <· y t>> a I >*i.r
piece of timber.
"What are you doin,· thai for?" she
asked.

"Why did you return so soon? hid
anything alarm you?"
"I thought you mi^lit g<-t Into mis-

chief," she confessed.
"No. On the other hand. I am trying
to make trouble for any unwelcome
visitors," he replied. "I intend t » set
this up in front of our cave in case we
are
compelled to defend ourselves
against an attack by savages. W.tli
this barring the way they cannot rush
the

position."

(TO

BX

CORTIHUBO.)

disease of thinness in
h In.
The Lower An I
children is scrofula; in adults,
Animals have keen perceptions—
consumption. I»oth have poor ii«ener in many re ;i: ts than our own
l»!ood ; both nerd more fat. -but they form no conceptions, have
Those diseases thrive on lenn- 30 powers of comparing oue thing with
in and
Fat is the best means of another. They live entirely
mv>.:.
their senses. To all that Inner
through
oil
■
ves'coniing tliein; cod liver
world of reflection, imagination, commakes the best and healthiest parison, reason, they are strangers.
lit t «1 nd
They n*ver return upon t!.cmsel*>s in
thought. They have se: e memory,
One

m

SCOTT'S

sense

;:.j0

is

:i

Α-Γ"Τ:·

is

s:

\.

t

:ey profit

n

anger, love, hunger, jealousy, eu·, .ting,
pride, curiosity. pl..y. but the woild of
thought and thought experience and
the emotlous that go with it belong to
man alone. Il is as if t'.ie psychic worl I

κ>riii

60v

intelligence, and

many ways by expe.icn e. b.tt they
have not s »:ι| memo:/ or i'.ioaal Imclllgcuce. All the fn;: l:;mc:.:al cat it ions
and appetites men and the lower animals share in c mini hi. «·ι··!ι as err,

EMULSION

ing
Thenceforth for ten days they ialtored iar. more weight, moie nourishunceasingly, starting work at daybreak iiioi.t. that's why.
and stopping only when the light failed,
finding the long hours of sunshine all
Send for five sample.
too short for the manifold tasks dethe
that
thankful
manded of them, yet
5C ΧΓΤ rz BOWNE, Chemists
night brought rest. The sailor made
)' 1 ? 5 Pearl Strict, New York
out a programme ta which fce rigidly
In the first

Mr.

laughed-actually
JneeVstopped suggestion.

into two planes, one
were divided
above the other, the plane or :Λ?η u· a.id
the plane of spirit. In the pi ;ne of
only η >w
sense live the lower allium!
and then Just breaking f >r a moment
into the higher plane. In the world of
sense man is Immersed also. This is

··

adhered.

deceitful

a

She veutured a further step.
"Was she very bad to you.

liie easiest and most effective
c»f cod liver oil. Heiv's η
With more complete acquaintance natural order of things that
there was far less tendency toward cer- ri..·!'vs
why Scott's Emulsion is
tain passages which under ordinary
> .mnrh v-alue in all cases of
nothas
construed
be
could
conditions
More
else than downright flirtation. ■1;" î»fn!a and consumption.
made these two much better friends.

through

I

his start and foundation, but he rlsea
Into the plane of spirit, and here lives
lie is «· :i.M;clp:'.led
his proper life,
from sense lu a way that UousU are
not.

East Sumner.
Wwt Parte.
P. S. Adam· of Bowdoln, state cattle
The annual meeting (or election of
The »Mh—g seroon of the Odd
officers in the W. C. T. U. was held commissioner, wis in town Fut Day to
Fellow» wu preached by Re*·
.t the
Thursday afternoon of lut week at the see a sick cow, bnt the animal died beTHE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Newport o(
alist church Sunday, April 30. There borne of Mr·. Emily L. Emmons. The fore his arrival. The symptom· did not
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
a large audience
and a lull varioua reporte showed a good interest Indicate contagion.
A supper and an entertainment will be
the Od sustained throughout the year, and conrepresentation not only
Tne siderable public work done. Tbe fol- given at the Congregational vestry on
Fellows but the Rebekabs also.
Paris HUL
sermon was listened to
with much lowing officers were elected for the com- Tuesday evening, Maj Θ, for the benefit
of Mrs. Cora E. Foye. This was to have
ing year:
been given some two weeks ago, but was
President— Ella M. Bates
and people in
K1r»l
Church. K»jv. Κ. Ο. Tavbr, pastor
Vice-President*—Anna W. White, Anna C. postponed on account of the critical illPreaching «very .Sunday M in ♦."> a. m. .Sunday towns hear with regret Miss I*ura Hall
at
S:hool at 12 M
Sabbath Kvenlne Servie*·
Young, Jennie M. Brown.
Those who attend
ness of A. J. Berry.
7 30 r. m.
V. P. 3. C. E. Tuesday evening. announcement of her closing cutf
Secretary—Emily L. Emmons
will receive their money's worth and
Treasurer—Lizzie E. Lane.
Piayer Meeting Thursday eveulugat 7:30. Cove
in a
nani Meeting the last Krl 'ay before the In
a large patronage and wUl be The delegates chosen to attend the com- have the satisfaction of aiding
All not
Sunday of toe month at 2 :» p. M.
deed.
otlieiwlsc connected are cortilallv invited.
ing county convention May 16-17 at worthy
S.
Heald
visited
her
C.
Mrs.
sister,
Cnlvcroallat Oiurrf.
Bethel were Miss Delia H. Lane, Mrs.
Sunday' S« liool everj
Sunday at to:4i a *.
and will devote more time to decorat ng Genevera G. Tuell, Mrs. Alice E. Nelson. Mrs. A. D. Park, at 8outh Paris last
week.
china in which she «eels.
Alternates: Mrs. Anna C. Young, Mrs.
Whose next move? It has been a sort
The village school is in charge of Miss
The Gould Academy boys lort their Elizabeth D. Yates, Mrs. S. N. Young.
of domestic game of checkers here for a
Howard of Peru.
of baseball to the Qorhams last At the close of the meeting
game
refreshlight
number of days. The streets have been
Tour reporter is trying to climb May
ments weie served, and the hostess prefull of household furniture and it's good
of the Bethel News ha* sented each member with a bunch of hill, but finds it slow work.
think
guessing that some of 'em have to
been in Montreal the past week in the fragrant Mayflowers as a parting gift.
Maine News Notes.
twice to be sure where they live. Here
of his "Pacific slope" excursion
Mrs. D. C. Churchill has for some
are some of the moves that have been
and has already announced the itinerary time been working at Caleb Fuller's.
made: Franklin Kobbins to the Bartletl
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham arrived
Stewart Cbampine, 5
place: George Clark to Sumner; Dr.
put the river drivers to work home last Thursday after a week's visit drowned in the Kennebec at Watervu.e
Aldrich to the George Clark house;
in
earnest. A Kreat quantity of at Waterville.
Friday.
Charles Andrews to the T. M. Crocker
timber is ready for the Androscoggin.
A new fence is being built around the
staud; Alfred Daniels to the Albion
Three men charged with
Mr J. M. Philbrook took a carload ol·
the
for
and
is
laid
the
cemetery
pipe
Abbott farm; Fred Shaw to the John S. cattle to
cent fires have been arrested by the
Brighton this week.
water fountain.
Mason stand; Mark Shaw to the Bobbins
Bath.
Mr. William Straw lus
S. T. White has some nice new awn- police at
place; Joseph Slattery to the Mary E. a three weeks' trip to Montana where he
in
front
of
hie
store.
ings
drug
from
Daniels stand and Louis E. Clay
has been to attend to his ranch interests.
At the meeting of the West Paris
Gossville, X. H., to Paris Hill. Some of
Mrs Ο M. Mason has returned from Public
Library Association on Monday on the 30th ult. and was drowned.
have
the
business
these people
moving
and
in
Florida
other
months'
several
stay
evening of last week the following
right down to ascience,—they have their
Thoma» J. Murphy ol
oflicere were elected:
own goods one way and the other felBarrows lias returned from
President—Mrs. Klva E. Locke.
low's on the return trip and exchange
the Maine General Hospital much ,mVice-President—Emily L. Emmons.
wood and hay to save moving it. MetbSecretary—Icnnle M. Brown.
with promise of permanent re
odist ministers will do well to make a proved
Treasurer—John L. Marshal1.
Librarian— xnna W. White.
note of this.
C. Potter is in North Bridgton
Assistant— S. T. White.
toward a Reed Memorial.
George L Kawson, a former resident of for a two weeks' vacation with
Book purchasing committee—Elva E. Locke, beginning
moththis place, died suddenly from heart
L. Emmons, Ella M. liâtes.
Emily
After filling bis pockets with «tones,
will be supplied next
er
His
pulpit
trouble at his home in Portland on the
Rev. O.S. Pillsbury, a for- There are now 500 volumes in the
He was Sunday by
2ΛΙ of April, at the age of
library.
™
the son of George It. Kawson, M. I).,
Walter Rowe has bought the farm of was drowned. Lewis was about 33 years
Bisbee has returned from
and his mother was a daughter of Alanth*«
Emerson School of Oratory, Boston, Mr. Tyler at Snow's Palls, better known old and unmarried.
Mrllen of Paris, one of the moat
son
;is the Chandler Curtis farm, and is movhaving completed the
Sarah Denico, an inmate of the Ellspromiuent citueus of Oxford Comity in
The annual meeting of the W. L-. I· y ing his family there this week.
worth city farm, was burned to death
his day. <>eorge L. Kawson was born
Rev. II. A. Clifford of South Paris
was held Tuesday and the following offiin Sc* Portland.
After the death of his
gave an interesting lecture entitled "A
cers elected:
a
father, his mother returned to Paris with
Ramble Through Europe" last Wednes- a lamp, but just how is not known,
she was alone in her room.
here several
lier children, aud lived
Mm. F. Ε
day evening at the M. E. chapel under
vears, afterward marrying Elian Chase
the auspices of the S. I. L.
The body of John Green of Ilolden,
an·! moving to Portlaud. George L. was
Miss Vesta Curtis, who has for several who had been missing was fonnd Surw
Sec -Mr». Emm* W Chandler.
m the cooperage busineas. aud was for
been an invalid and is confined to dav in a pasture with the top of
The Oxford Co. W
T. U. will hold years
tome time in Cuba, but has been in Portthe house and the most of tbe time to head blown off. It is supposed that his
land for several years. He was never its convention in Bethel May Ιβ-11. The her chair from
lameness, has made a gun accidentally discharged.
has been arranged to be of
nwsram
married
bed quilt which some of those inand helpfulness and the lecturer, good
Charles Kawson, K*<j., of Boston, was
terested will endeavor to sell by ticket
Mrs A"da Unruh, of Portland, Oregon
a guest at Mrs. Melleu's over Sunday.
aud thereby make her a little gift.
The comedy, "All Tangled Up," will has won the highest praise wherever she
Dr. P. E. Wheeler and wife are in
The Press says of her that
•m· presented at Academy Hall next Fri- », is lectured.
m
Oakland two or three days this week to
day evening. May 12, with the following she is witty, has a wonderful personality Attend the wedding of the doctor's only the jobwas done with were secured at a
in
with
earnest
and
eloquent, being
section house.
cast of characters:
sister.
M
Newton Cummlngs.
Hoi M- l'aûMar,
Tbe mother of Mrs. M. S. Davis, Mrs.
While working at an edging machine
held
Assoeiation
I.e*ier M ucVey,
unln
Strout.
Heuj
Library
Rose Brooks, is
stopping with Mrs.
Albert Austin
ktel'ng t'lantum.
its annual meeting for the election
Meut tieor^e ltai>ley,
Leslie Kennett.
Davis.
• «'Toole
Archie L. Cole. officers:
M tes Louisa Cha->e.
Mr*. Halllday
free.—Aire. O. M. M ai on.
Buckfleld.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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ATWOOD

A

Edlltn «Ml
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FORBES,
A. E. FOHIUÙ8.

A liVKKTlflt m..\ Π) :— All legal advertisement»
are gl*cu three i-vowtlve Insertions for )1Ji>

era.

length of column. Special contract»

local, transient anil yearly

advertls

Jo· l'iujrruo .'—New type, fast presses, »teaDi
power, experienced workmen and low price*
com Mue to make this department of our bull
new complete and popular.

8ett^ r.^

ner.

ADVKET1SKME.NTS.

C°Revy'F.

Nugget*.

thk

ssa^?»aS2

Miss*Helen

Arbor Uay.
h\

JWfeï Ïs

an,The rain*

Bethel.
June 6.—Oxford Pomona Grange. Casco.
Universalbt state convention,
June S, 7,
South Pails.
June 13.14.—Annual session of Oxford Confer
euo? of Congregational Churches, Kant Sum

i'Koi lamatio.n

he^

direst

May 12. \rbor Day.
May 16. 17.—County convention o( W. C. T. IT.,

Choice Furnishings.
InfautV Wear.
Meal Wrappers.
State Tax on Wild bands.
on Wild Lands.
County Tax
Kauibler Kuna>H>ut Automobile.
Parold Koodng.
Dleh Pans M ceuts
Holllster's Rocky Mountain Tea
W anted.
Notice of Baiikruptcy.
Good ( heer Shoes.
Waotol.
Morse Wanted
Help Wanted.

Jrom

^ECaBowler

Coming Events.

NEW

pr^ot

Sivd

—91.30 a year If paid strictly Id advance.
fti.OO » year. Single coulee i cent»

>th«rwlsc

per inch In
made with

Coo^WjUo^

'"outillage

Proyrlttort·

M. ATWOOD.

Oxford

••vvkmoil

ÏCrf*»«Wrvs.Clark,

The It* of the state ilsrlu*· thai "the tio««r
nor iImII <«t a pa1 a day Id the spring as Arbor
Da ν. and shall Issue a proclamation re··..mineη·I
log «hat It be observed by the people of lite «tale
In the planting of tree·, -bruis» aad *lne«. In th·
auornmeat ul publie and prt*atr grwueds, places
and ways, and Id such «ther effort* and uo 1er
taking* s> «hall be la harmoar will, th.' genera'
I hereby
character of a day oo ret Ml»bed
designate. therefore.
Da*,
la*
of
as
trbor
the
twelfth
Mtt.
Friday.
an reeuinweud that all our > Itt'ens. an t e»|<
of
the
the
teacher·
and
children
sehvola.
dally
olMcre· the lay In entire actor I wl h the aplrtt
of the statute.
Given at the executive chaniher at Augu«ta.
Uils Hr»t day of May, In the ,ear of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred anil Ave. and ti e In
dependence of the l atte»! state· of America tlie
one hundred and twenty ninth.
By the Governor,
Wm T. Comb.
Hi Ko* Boyd,
Secretary of sun*

{he

Ç.

Interest

SftSS

Is

heTheb{Sthel

Mise Maud Newell.
Miss Kthel Morrill

lara
Vernie

«

A French woman bj name of Bespeaux, a widow and the mother of

was
■even yonng children,
instantly
killed in the yards of the Western
division of the Boston Λ Maine railroad
at Blddeford, May 3d, by the Portlandbound passenger train due here at 7:18.
At the place where the accident occurred
a side track runs alongside the main
track and on this track were a number
of freight cars. The woman was walking on the outside of these leading her

ten-year-old daughter

by

SPfilirO

MONTHS

DKEATHK

HYOMEI,

CAU8K

BLUE

SICKNESS.

cross.

Sometimee

a

cough hangs

on so

you feel as if nothing but dynamite would cure it. Z. T.Gray of Calhoun, 6a., writes: "My wife had a very
aggravated cough, which kept her
awake nights. Two physicians could
not help her; so she took Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
and Colds, which eased her cough, gave
her sleep, and
Anally cured her."
Strictly scientific cure for bronchitis
and La Grippe. At F. A. Shurtleff &
Co., Drug Store, South Paris, West Paris,
price 50c. and $1.00; guaranteed. Trial
bottle free.

long,

Experienced lumbermen say that
enough lumber is lost in Aroostook
County by waste and decay each year
to support a single track railroad from
If the trees at. 1
Houlton to
parts thereof which now are thrown
away as waste and the trees that are
allowed to stand and decay because of
imperfect facilities for harvesting them
could be utilized, it would furnish a
business sufficiently large to support the
Bangor A Aroostook without any other

Bangor.

freight.

TERRIFICTRACE
"Death

Ralph F.
describing

Catarrhal troubles are more commun
at this season than at any other time of
the year. The sudden changes that come
during the spring months are productive of many cases of catarrh that withbecome
out proper treatment will
chronic.
The pleasantest, most convenient, and
only scientific method for the treatment
and cure of catarrh, is flyomei. Simply
put twenty drops in the little pocket inhaler that comes with every outfit, and
then breathe it for three minutes four

a

larar·

Furnishings.

that put on the final touche·.
Many
a well dressed man
spoils his good appearance in Iteing care·
less in the selection of his furnis^ ing*.
It's the little

Our

of

new

buyer

things

things

has

just

to show

returned from Boston.
A

you.

splendid

We have lot>

assortment of

Soft Shirts
in Whites, Black and Whites, and Colors for 50c., $1.00, $j ςο

in Collars, Neckwear, and

styles

New

given as to the astonishing cures made
by this remedy. J. S. Nugent, treasurer

Hosiery, 15c., 25c.,

Hats and

Fancy

50c.

Caps.

of the New York Life Insurance Com"Hyomei has completely
pany, writes:
cured my daughter of catarrh, from
is now
Our Und< rwear
Several gra !es of
which she has been a sufferer for years."
for
now.
Summer weights, if you
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but Medium weigh s
right
piefer,
one dollar, and as the inhaler will last a
in Ecru, Black ν Blue, 25c., 45c., 50c. Union Suits $1 00 and
lifetime and there is sufficient Hyomei
for several weeks' treatment, it is the
Your Spring Suit, Rain Coat or Top Coat should hear the Blue
most
economical
catarrhal
remedy
label. Come and see them and get prices.
Stores
known. Extra bottles can be procured
Ask F. A. Shurtleff &
for fifty cents.
Co. to show you the strong guarantee
under which they sell Hyomei.

Dtpartment
Ju»t

complete.

$1.50.

F. H. NOYES

Pianos.

I am still at the Andrews Houxe,
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and organs, new and second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
to hear it.
LOY S. EYSTEK, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

SOUTH PARIS.

CO.,

NORWAY,

Money

Saved!

/ .1Brirg me all your old glasses that are
M fcij of no use to you, ! will allow you what
they are worth in fxchmge for new

New

equipped

glasses.

appliances to determine ami
correct any defect of the eye, and should you need glasses will lit you with the
I am well

fast

his fearful race with death,
result of liver trouble and heart
disease, which had robbed me of sleep
and of all interest in life. I had tried
"as

Choice

CATAKKH.

WITH DEATH.

approaching," writes
Feruandez, of Tampa, Fla.,

was

8TORE8.

AND BE CURED OP

the hand.
Just as the passenger train was approaching she stepped around the corner of the freight cars and on to the
main track, directly in front of the
swiftly approachiDg train. The glare of
the headlight and the rush of the flying
engine seemed to phase her for a mo- times a day.
ment for she stopped to turn back and
No dangerous drugs or alcoholic conthen rushed straight ahead. In her
coctions are taken into the system when
the
fright she relinquished her hold of
is used. Breathed through the
little girl who got off the track just in Hyomei the balsamic
fragrance of Hyoinhaler,
was
to
save
her
woman
life.
time
The
mei penetrates to the most remote cells
51 years old.
of the nose and throat, and thus kills
the catarrhal germs, heals the irritated
SAVED BY DYNAMITE.
mucous membrane, and gives complet·
saved
Sometimes, a flaming city is
by and permanent cure.
fire
can't
a
the
space that
dynamiting
Thousands of testimonials have been

many different doctors and several medicines, but got no benefit, until I began
to use Electric Bitters. So wonderful
was their effect, that in three days I
felt like a new man, and to-day I am
cured of all my troubles." Guaranteed
by a widow and two children.
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, Drug Store,
At an adjourned meeting of the Lewis- South Paris, West Paris; price 50c.

Vice t'ree —Mise Annie If rye.
Sec _Ml«e Ruby Clark.
Treas.—Mr»· W. O. Straw.

Catarrhal Troubles Prevalent

with the latest instrument* and

Best French

Difficult Cases .Solicited.

For a Short Time.

Souvenir

Refunded.

Embrace this opportunity and

Eyes

—

Postal Cards.

at half Price

Crystalline Lens

Satisfaction Guaranteed or M

save

your

nev

eight.

tested free.

^

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Refractionist,

Ex-Governor Long came April 2fltb,
Morrill Studio, Norway, Maine.
Mere and There.
The play will be followed by a dance.
returning to his home Ma ν 2d.
^
t
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Κ.
reN.
Prince
have
Boston, Mass. Scientific and Practical optician. liradnv·
Admissson 2·'» and 15 cents.
Formerly
Mrs. G. Tuen.
Dancing
turned to their summer home, after a
Mr» G. 1'. Bean. Mr»· A- E. Hcnriok,
cents.
Optical College: 15 years practical experience
Philadelphia
Main
of
cards
New
"Two More Still»" is the heading of a
wiipv Mrs. Ε. K. Whitney, Mrs. G. F. Baitt, eK
of
the
CommerStockholders
Norway,
lt'
Bangor
winter sojourn in the eouth.
A wide piazza is being built on the
Consultation and advice free.
Mr
local story in
one of
the Portland
Mr. E. C. Bowler. Mr. H. C.
cial were arraigned at Bangor on April
Gibson's
Col. Bradbury has returned from a
Grove,
Street,
south, fast and north sides of the house
that
of
paper·. But the reader who eagerly
on
the
30th
charge
violating
Δ11 Kind· of OfstloAl Ropnlr Work Clu np,
visit to Portland, accompanied by hie
at James L. Chase's.
Boat
scanned the column to find out where
Judue Herrick and Mr. J. U. PuringCrockett's
Meanwhile the agency is closed.
Bridge,
section of the prohibitory law regarding
Mrs. Wells.
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The town schools began Monday with number of weeks, for her home in Win- Otisfield were
ed so as to eliminate tbe licensing of the
returning from the west of Bethel. The
successively in the Oxcondition of the A. D. 1906, at 10o'clock In the forenoon,at whlcli ford Democrat, a
the following teachers:
chester, Mass., Friday.
newspaper published at South
time the said creditors may attend, prove theli
grange meeting Saturday evening Mr.
liquor traffic by tbe state. If the liquor
be had been dead for claims,
showed
Paris, In cald County, that they may appear at a
a trustee, examine the bankrupi
body
Centre—Charlotte
Hobbe.
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were
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from
in
appoint
Greenleaf
the
darkness
drove
eight
into the
couple
business is an evil thing it should not be
to be held at Kryeburg, on the
transact such other business as may proper- Probate Court
Village—le**te A Chapman.
Gorham, X. H., to attend the May ball ditch overturning the carriage. Mrs. several hours and it is supposed he was and
first Tuesday of June, A. D. 18Uft, at nine of the
No Lovell—Frank O. Cuehman.
permitted at all. Certainly the law
ly come before said meeting.
clock in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if
Greenleaf was carried to the home of struck by a wild engine which passed at
South Parla, April 24. 1905.
Monday night.
Weet l.ovel'— Evelvn I.urtl.
should not sanction such a business and
tbey see canse:
G KO. A. WIL80N,
Mrs. Grace Farwell with her daughter Mr. E. S. Burns and Dr. Farris was call- 3 A. M.
by licensing it make the state a partner Slab City—Km ma McAllister.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
ERNEST E. WARD, minor, of Hiram; Unal
The body was struck again by the
Edith go to Portland Saturday returning ed. She was able to be taken home
in the iniquity. Stripped of all useless
account presented for allowance by Edwin L.
early train to Portland. It was noticed
later but is still confined to her room.
Hebron.
Monday.
Poor, guardian.
verbiage, this act levies tribute on all
Comkaiesioners' IVoliceElhanan Heath was found dead alone
Mrs. George Jones is going to the by the engineer and fireman, but not in
ADDISON E. IIEKRICK,
The Ladiee' Circle held an apron and
debauchery and crime; in this respect it
time to stop before passing over it. OXFORD, SS.
in his house Thursday morning, heart hospital at Lewiston
Judge of said Court.
Norwaf, April 18th, 1905.
to undergo an
is indefensible from any moral stand- food sale Tuesday afternoon.
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rover took charge of the
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W.
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failure
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Funeral Thurs- operation.
being
Mrs. Harvey Whitney of Boston came
point. If it be insisted that men will
D. PARK, Register.
of
ALBERT
the
Honorable
Judge
Probate,
case and an inquest will be held.
A pointed by
day afternoon at the church.
within anu for said county, commissioners to
drink and sell liquor anyway and tbe to her summer home here Tuesday.
bottle containing a pint of alcohol was receive and decide upon
the
claims
of
the
creditstate may as well profit by their
Several members of Hebron Grange
appeBrownfield.
ors of Stephen S. Packard, late of Albany, In
found near the body.
tite and lust for gain, it could with equal attended Pomona
West Sumner.
Grange at Oxford
A preliminary investigation showed ■aid county, deceased, whose estate has been
Rev. Mr. McKinney of
30th,
April
33
Mark.et
force be argued that men will kill and Tuesday.
Square,
represented Insolvent, hereby give public notice
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin left
in
that
Barchard
town
as
late
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Bridgton gave a very interesting address
agreeable to the order of sala Judge of Probate,
therefore the state should license murder
Mrs. A. M. Richardson went to Au- town April 29th. They will visit relafrom
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date,
April
at Odd Fellows Hall on the eighty-sixth
before,
SOUTH
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night
in certain forms and in certain places, burn this week for a short visit.
lath, A. D. 1905, have been allowed to said credittives in Weld for a short time.
of
Odd
in trace of his movements after that hour. ors to present
anniversary
Fellowship
so as to profit by this weakness of manand
their
and
that
claims,
prove
Grass is looking quite giOen and leaves
Aggie Bonney, who has been sick with America.
Barchard came from New Brunswick, we will attend to the duty assigned us at the
kind.
Jeweler and Graduate
begin to show plainly on the trees. consumption for some weeks, passed
The Brownfield Dramatic Club pre- 15 years ago, and had but recently re- office of Kugene F. Smith, Keq., at Norway, In
If it be said that the licensing of the Maples and elms are fully blossomed.
away April 29th. The funeral services sented the drama Down in Maine to a turned from a long visitin that province. said County of Oxford, on June 16, A. D. 1905,
and on October 18, A. D. 1905, at ten of the clock
liquor traffic be justifiable when the
Mrs. J. C. Donham is now at home to were held at the Univeraalist church,
crowded house Monday evening, May 1st. He had been married about a year ago In the forenoon of each of said days.
proceeds of tbe license go to help main- stay for the present.
Rev. Mr. Little of South Paris officiating.
JOHN A. ROBERTS, I rnmmlMlnn„.
The village schools commenced this and divorced. He had two sons and a
tain our worthy institutions, the answer
I)r.
a
MOSKS P. STILES, {ConirolMl(>nere.
were
2d,
beautiful
evening,
May
Tuesday
great many
Henry [There
married daughter.
week,
should be: The state of Missouri is Oldys, Washington, D. C., of the
Geolog- rioVers from relatives and friends. Miss
Mrs.
R.
Linecott
is
her
chilvisiting
wealthy enough to support adequately ical Survey, Department of Agriculture, Bonney was a young lady beloved by dren in Maasaohusetta.
its institutions without making them gave a very
KEEP THE BALANCE UP.
E. W,
interesting lecture ou birds every one and will be greatly missed in
Mrs. Durgin is taking charge of the
owe their existence to the licensing of a before the students.
The citizens were the community.
It has been truthfully said that any
MAINE.
hotel, the Pequawket House.
business that degrades the youth and invited to attend and those
The young people of this place that
present enNine persona were baptized and taken disturbance of the even balance of
pollutes the morals of men. If it be joyed a rare treat.
health
causes serions trouble.
attended the dance at East Sumner, into the Univeraalist churoh
Nobody
April 23d. oan be too careful to
right to maintain our institutions in part
keep this balance
May 1st, report a most enjoyable time.
Miss Lena Perkina has gone to North
by the licensing of tbe wrong, the same
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee has some very
up. When people begin to lose appetite,
for
an
indefinite
time.
Denmark.
Uonway
TO LET.
principle would justify the support of
or
to
tired
get
easily, the least impru- I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
pretty May baskets for sale.
Mr. A. P. Merrill was badly hurt Wedour institutions wholly, and even the
dence brings on sickness, weakness, or S1m or Style at reasonable prima.
tenement and one 6
room
One
East
Bethel.
state government from
5
tbe fruits of needay by bis horse running away and
debility. The system needs a tonic,
North Alhaay.
There is still much sickness here.
legalized crime. The government of throwing him out of the wagon.
room tenement with stable room and
:raves it, and should not be denied it;
About twenty-live couples attended
Mrs. Maud Emery is on the sick list.
Monte Carlo draw· ita sustenance from
Mr. D. W. Cole is slowly recovering ind the best tonic of which we have any
with each.
the licensing of the gambling table, but the May ball at Odd Fellows' Hall May ; There was a little daughter born to them from a severe attack of the meaales.
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
knowledge is
If in want of any kind of Finish tor Inside or
last Friday but it lived only two days.
such an idea is abhorrent to every Mis- night.
Mrs. Melinda Bean is spending a few What this medicine has done in keeping
H. STUART,
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lnm
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls and Mr. Harold. They have the sympathy of all.
souri an. If it would be wrong to supreeks with her sister, Mrs. Olive lealthy people healthy, In keeping up bar and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
South Paris, Me.
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were
in
Hermon
Browne
and
Abner
the
state
Kimball
îartlett.
a
very
lucky
catching.
port
:he even balance of hMlth, give· it the
government by putting
Mr. Charles Reed haa moved to the tame distinction as a preventive that
price on evil, it ia wrong to license the 1 each a large salmon trout at Sehago ; are changing work on their farm·.
and Job Work.
to see all old customers
Vill be with us this season and will be
Waited.
Some farmers are busy plowing, fix- [naley Toung farm.
liquor traffic at »" ""*·'« is not the de-! Lake Saturday weighing 11 1-2 lbs. and
t enjoys as a cure. Its early use has
mand ο'
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards tor sale.
but of a !1 > 1-2 lbe.
Mr. Goodwin and family have moved
They were very proud of ing fence· and doing other spring work.
llustrated the wisdom of the old saying
or
of
fair
eduoatlon
to
travel
Lady
gentleman
Mrs. Martha Kimball li In Shelbnrne, nto Mr. M. Kenlston's rant.
sound and i*.
^heir catch.
hat a stitch in time save· nine. Take
for a Arm of $150,000 capital. Salary $1,073 per
E. W.
'"MWo. Smith la in town for η few Ν. H., oaring for her son'· wife who
will not tolerate tih ν
Mr. Glover and family hare moved to food's (or appetite, strength and en·
and
Address
expense·, paid weekly.
year
1
I Ιι· rent of Z. W. Bartlstt
tick with grippe.
ο I vicioua practices.
IttTMOi·
Wmt auw,
Mata·.
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AÏÏENTiON, PAINTERS!
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White Lead.

STORE,

Strictly Pure—»

•^Guaranteed

Ro:ky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Old Dutoh Process.

good paint,

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,

good

helper

ΙΑΡ-Α-Ϊ Af

May

A Floor Finish'
Wears Like Iron.

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

»

II.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.

LACE CURTAIN5
$2 00

pair in Nottingham
and $2 50 to $4 75 a pair in the new
Arabian color and style.
For 49c. to

a

Also Tapestry table and couch
Call and
Covers and Draperies.

see

HILLS,

Optioian.

them.

SPRING

MILLINERY

Monday.

CHANDLER,

NORWAY,

Builders' Finish I

Also Window Λ Door Frames.

j

Norway, Me.

fine line of Trimmed, Untrimmed and

j

|

Mrs. R. I.·. Powers.

garden

:o-wear

J.

Hats.

All the Latest Novelties, lite.

MRS. HILLS

Planing, Sawing

1·,

I

N.

t

CHANDLER,

Ready-

pleased
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SOUTH PARIS.

Mrs. Emma P. Gib»*·, Mis· Nellie Jack
son and
Fred C. Jackson of Portlan»
were guests at Mrs. Luuise Briggs' 01

ORA>U ΓΚΙ'ΝΚ railway.
Commencing December 4,
Γ Κ VINS
{,

t*>

·■

:ι*
!»
p. *

SOUTH

LEAVE

1Ό4,

PaRI»

'υ*D «Ml -5 V a R., (dallr, Sunday»
s un· Iky only
4 i>4 ρ r.
U v x

t.vlU# up ΛΓ«ί-«)-|0·ι>; A. M 3 Ά Ρ J».,# 47 Ρ
Suulay ««uly,
·>!:«·, s11Ddays included

w

Sunday.
The Congregational pulpit
plied on Sunday by Rev. W. O.

of Lewiston.

was sup
Keirsteai

Kev. J. H. Little of the Universalis
church exchanged pulpits Sunday morn
ing with Rev. S. G. Davis of Xorway.

Bal.
BBIDOTON ACADEMY

δ;

Ρ· Η. 9.
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IT1T1D MEKTIIOB.

High School base ball tean
:
its fiist game on its new big!
school grounds Saturday afternoon
:
and the school has every reason to ree
proud of the fine showing that Its tean "fullmoon.
_____
_jwular meeting
m ado against the strong Bridgton Acad
Fallow·'
every
emy team. Although they were defeat
ed they led for 7 innings, ^ere tied ir
rbi
the 8th and then beaten in the 9th.
«i
«.lay el e~>
tine game that Paris played was a very
il
as
P.-B««ur
pleasant surprise to its supporters,
was known that none of the si'-* mem- every Thurt'Uv Evening·
of oaci
Division, No. 12.
"®JÎ* No^ 33F^day
bers were back in the game, and three
p. 8., second
a
on
never
high
of the men had
played
school team before. Sumner, who was
in the box for Paris, also pitched hie
tiret game of ball, aod showed that ne
>«»>.,
has the making of a fine pitcher by
A. R. Hall, Mon·
holding Bridgton to three base hits, only d4J
Lodge. No.
one hit being made off him in the first
Sew G*. A. B. Hall, on the firrt and third Wedseven innings.
ofeachmo,n
nee-lav
evening·
The game was fast and clean throughCouncil,
every TueeJey
out, and it was impossible to tell who
man
last
the
until
evening.
would be the winner
Kim Tree Colony, No. 199, meet»
in
The
Parie

BPS1»-

played

I^CMd

SV

«fis»»m"°*

IUli

Sbffi

iff£'£«»"?«
"tt

Rockland had a distinguished guea '
within its borders, recently, in the pei
son of Franklin Simmon*, the célébrât
ed American sculptor, who has reside* '
for the paat 30 years in Italy. Mr. Sim We carry
mons seemed very much pleased witl
1
bis visit to Rockland, where the firs
of
important piece
statuary designed bj

him is placed. This is the monumen
in memory of Major General H Iran
Berry, one of the distinguished of th<
Maine officers in the Civil War, #hicl
occupies a prominent place in Achrot I
cemetery. Mr. Simmons was born it
Webster and spent his boyhood in Bath

a

PEELED PULPWOOD.

line of

good

In this

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND

Hour-

Τ JO

a

POST

v.

urFIt'K.

(ο 7 Ο)

P. M.

ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,

any station.

ETC.
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Dresses,

for infants' wear,

ONE LOT Slips of fine muslin, four inch hamburg ruffle with tucks and inser$1.98
tion, yoke of embroidery and line hamburg, vei y ueat,
Other styles from 25c.

to

$2.98.

hamburg

ONE LOT Short Dresses of white lawn, wido hem, P. K. yokes with
........
ruffle, 3 sizes,

hamburg, only

yoke

wide hem,

muslin,

ONE LOT Short Dresses of white

of

5°c·

embroidery and
98c.

ONE LOT Bonnets of white muslin, trimmed with six rows of lace, easy to
39c.
.........
launder,
ONE LOT china silk Bonnets, two clusters of tine tucks and silk braid, lace
......
50c.
around face, sateen lined,

good
J.

Others from 20c. to SI.2ft.

We want to spin
You a yarn about

N°·24';

mwU^iSd wdtoSth

good
right

10. & G. t Milam,

^f-LUwlde

anything

almost

Slip· of good muslin, wide hem, yoke of tucks and insertion, lace
75e·
around neck and sleeve,
.......

For Sale.

Reasonable.

°SrR.C°-Meet8lnN-ewG.

we have

ONE LOT

Ε. H. PIKE,

Our line of

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES

sfc^TÈaiaïft»·

department

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock Slips, Coats, Bor.nets, Bibs, Socks, Underwear, Etc. You can buy
and Poplar delivered al ready made cheaper than you can make clothing for the little folks.

Those wbo were in attendance on thi
AN OPEN LETTER.
MAINE.
WEST PARIS,
Masonic Grand Lodge in Portland las
From the Chapin, S. C., News: Earlj
week from Paris Lodge were W. M., C
OIIL'RCHEII.
in the spring my wife and I were taker
K. McArdle, A. C. Γ. Kiug, J. P. King
Is larger than ever before.
1
with diarrliœa and and so severe were
ngmcatlonal Church. Prea- h!ng ser Walter L.
Sun«tav Schoo
Gray, Fred II. Evans, P. M,
μ and 71X1 P.
the pains that we called a physician wh<i
i*«
ρ
R
Church
Β
Κ α»:
;
t
γ p.
μ
prayer Walker, Arthur E. Forbes, Wallace
Prices
prescribed for us, but his medicinei
.·ΐϋ.»
50 bushels nice seed potatoes.
l'ues<l>y evening nt 7 Oo'o'ock. All, Strickland. Mr. Forbes was appointée
failed to give any relief. A friend who
rw!-ei-onn·"«le I, are cordially Invitai
t ·.
district
of
the
10th
district.
Also 7
new milch cows. Cow»
deputy
Ι-ι Church. Rev H. V Clifford, Pastor
M· i'
bad a bottlç of Chamberlain's Colic,
;» :3i) a. m.;
»·.» lay. ir>< rnlng prayer meeting
The
Women's
of
tbt
all
and
condition and
Social
Circle
in
on
hand
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
-crv ce lu 4S A. M.. Sabbath Schoo
m
Baptist church are to hold a sale ol
►"(>.»-.>rth League Meeting β 15 p. m
gave each of us a dose and we at one*
is
all
the
right.
price
prayer meel- aprons, home made candies, ice cream
^
rayer meeting 7 Oil ρ
felt the effects. I procured a bottle and
South Pari·, Maine.
^ Γ .i- av «Ttnlif; class meeting, Friitej and food at the
W.
WHEELER.
church Friday aitemooD,
before using the entire contents we were
-venin t.
Kev. J. Wallace Chewbro
May 12th, beginning at 2:30 o'clock. In
Kai ii»t ( hunh
entirely cured. It is a wonderful rema
service
|i>
45
onSundav.
-ι,.·
ι·
preaching
the evening there will be a rubber social,
edy and should be found in every house
« 2% p.
out.
was
\ H A. c. Ε
scoring commenced
:«ih s, ho·■ 1 î: m
the adini>sion to which will be a quanhold. II. C. Bailey, Editor. This rems
the second, Paris earning a run on sinPra>er wetlng 7 P. R ; Tue*lav cvenlnk'
of
such
old rubber
as old rubber
®?τη\Η" « ρ —Norway Commandery,
Seats free." AU al* tity
-.«•r ·ιΓ>ιι* at 7·#».
edy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co., South
gles by Sumner, E. Shaw and G. Clark.
of
At*v. .me
hot
evening,
Thursday
shoes, boots, hose, bicycle tires,
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyen
In the third Clason and Sumner singled
lv. r-.i 1st < tiureh, Kcv .). II. I.ttlle. Pastor
water bottles, in fact, anything made of
!'i
Drug Store, Norway.
«ervlce every Sunday at lu 4Λ a. r
after two men were out and were left on
Evening -tervltre, 7 rubber but no longer of value for the bases. In the fourth a base on balls to
.tav School at I.' R.
P. M.
"""
Three prominent Bath gentlemen who
purpose for which it was ruade. The L Clark and a hit by Fifield gave Paris
In the first placo you should know that Paroid
-TATKt» RKbTI.NUo.
September·
one bringing the largest amount of old
enjoyed themselves, last week, at the
another run. Their last run came in the
in Portland, is no experiment. It has been on the market over
Ilegular rubber will receive a handsome and
Grand
h * \ M.—Paris Lodge, No. iM.
meetings
Lodge
a
and
lift h on a double by Clason
single
has stood the test. In 1808 the U. S.
1· !■ .· Tuesday evening on «>r before full inoou
valuable prize. Au admission fee will
represent a total attendance of 110 year* ten years and
E. Shaw.
>.
Κ.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular m tel· be
all those who do not bring by
at the sessions of the Grand Masonic Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
charged
week.—Aurora
E.
each
of
a
double
erenln<
fast
Γ'
For Bridgton
».
:ra-lay
play by
having in
some rubber.
bodies. They were ex-Clerk of Courts years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
:u. iit. ilrst and third Monday evening»
of
Shaw and Bolster cut off their chance in
Month.
•*4i ·ι
Hayes, who has attended 44 ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
Joseph
order
in
in
retired
first
the
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new
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for
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Methodist
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Χι
they
Kcbckah
inning,
Lodge,
K. Mount Ple.tsan'
consecutive annual sessions, Sheriff John they are still using it.
,·.··. second .n«l fourth Friday* or orcI
was
got into the belfry on Friday. the next. In the thin! the first man up which
We Lave handled Paroid for about three years
who has attended 42, and
i.>nttt In >11 Keliows' Hall.
are cauva»ing the W. Ballon,
ingled, the next two were given bases unlay volrt
George W. Cook was in general charge,
ν
K -W. K. Kimball Poet, No. 148, n,ee·.his .10th and have sold nearly 100,000 feel and the sale is
were full with
o( ^ ^ Scott Shorey, who is attending
ii I thlr·!
:
Saturday evenings of eael with a good crew of assistants. A sheers on balls and the bases
rapidly increasing. We sold over 15,000 feet Ia5t
the e.ac, session.
Paris was equal to the task,
was rigged over the front window of the none out.
nth. In b. A. K. Hall.
a yUW
month (April).
w
K. Kin.ball Kel'ef Corps meets lire
belfry, anil the old bell and rigging were however. The next batter hit to the
WHOOPING COUGH.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
I Saturday evenings o< each month, ti
the annual
let down and the new run up easily and pitcher and one man was retired at the
'
Κ·- !ef 1 oxp» Hall.
1001 my children had compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quality
of
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I
to
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on
from
»
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men
1,
next
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I'
: II.-Paris
«rand
May
range.
Mh.
smoothly. So well did the work pio- plate, the
allowance for the extra
;s rlr-t an·! tlilr-l
Saturday; ilurlng th« gress that the
whooping cough," says Mrs, D, W. and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making
Portland Mt -Mk.
belfry was cleared before Hies to Fifield and Clason.
«.r <»f the year, meets every Saturday, In
"I used Cham- cost of laying the shingles. There are many roofs so flat that shingles are entirely
of C'apps, Ala.
Capps,
,
the
in
first
run
its
made
noon, and the new bell was up and the
Bridgton
i.r-iBge Hall.
with the most unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part ol
■> *». C.—Second an·) fourth
Mondays o' gear cleared away before night. Ί he fourth. The first two men up were safe kmmi PMt firaud ineh P"«" "»«- berlain's Cough Remedy
By using
results. I think this is the the cost. It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
1 month.
1
satisfactory
man was rethe
next
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first
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not
been
so
the
errors,
at a big
yet
public
e»rg.
hung,
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V I
P.—stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
best remedy I have ever seen for whoop- Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with tlat roofs
man
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tired
has
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its
F.
uo
to
first,
Ghas.
P. Barnes,
by
which
«.· ··n■ ; and 'ourth
opportunity
judge
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Wednesday evenings
This remedy keeps the saving in material. We have the well known Neponset lied Rope Roofing
pnnncll ing cough.*'
tone.
The bell was hung so as to be ing on the play, the next batter struck κάιι »** elected president of the Louncu
jl-ail month.
We shall be pleased
P. Hamlin I.odge, No. SI, meets evei
loose, lessens the severity and fre- is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more.
*
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a
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U
o'clock
SunPHpethood
time
again
filled,
of
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position
rting
High
a
venlng at Pythian Hall.
and coun- to furnish samples and further information on application.
Its tone is very clear, man being hit by a pitched ball and an- the finance
appoint- quency of the coughiog spells,
v
011 ..f \ imrhit —South Paris dav morning.
N
"" meets second and fourth Tu··»
.q tfae Gran<1 teracts any tendency toward pneumonia.
and while at close range it seems a little other given a base on balls, the next
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Nausea
Spitting up
tional church, where the sermon will be
ciation for the recent kind acts of his
on Maple Street.
New Postmaster.
buildings
Colic
Gripes
delivered bv Kev. A. K. Baldwin. The
neighbors
many sincere friends and
At the regular meeting of Norway Ronsatlon of weight or Coated tongue
A SILK OR MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT TOO, WE CAN
Mary P. Crocker has been appointed whereby he has been enabled to replace
heaviness at pit of Sour taste in the mouth
public are invited.
No. 1β, I. O. O. F., Tuesday
Lodge.
Andover.
East
Dlarrbœa
at
stomach
postmaster
a good cow for tbe one recently lost.
SHOW YOU THE SLUTS OR MATERIALS TO MAKE
evening, May 16»h, the twenty-first Son*, moir h
Dry skin
A smashed buggy and some bruises
Such generous acte are deeply appreciatNervousness
of
the
the
of
ConstlpaUon
organization
anniversary
THEM.
were the result of a collision between a
81ck he «duché
8ei Hment In urine
Special train to Portland to the K. of ed and will not fail of their reward.
degree staff will be observed. A roll Night
team and an electric car Thursday after- P. tournament: and Mai de Adams on
sweats
Congestion of the head
Rkv. L. W. Muttart.
the exemplification of the Headache
with
call
will,
or
dlxilncss
Vertigo
ϋ· Α· Ηussey and Mrs. A. Tuesday evening, May 10th.
Round
East Sumner, May 4.
WE ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF WAIST1NGS AND SUITDrowsiness
third degree, be the feature of the even- Cold hands and feet
W Hobbs, with a child, were driving out
trip }1.00. Train leaves South Paris at
will be served in Ma- Pain under shoalder Sleeplessness
Banquet
ing.
heart
INGS IN THE FANCY COTTON GOODS.
to the street from the stable of the Colby 5:17.
blade
Palpitation of the
See posters.
CURED HIS MOTHER OF RHEUM- sonic Hall.
Pain between ahou!· De.ects of vision or
house on Pleasant Street, where they
son
of
ders
bearing
Francis, the nine-year-old
ATISM.
live.
The driveway is quite a steep
Kev. G. W. Iliuckley of Good Will
Herbert F. Andrews, while riding bis
These little ailments, which indicate a
rise from the stable to tbe street, ami
"My mother has been a sufferer for new
Farm tells the Kennebec Journal that
fell
to
the
last
week
one
weak stomach and imperfect digestion,
day
pony
with rheumatism," says W.
the street railway track is on that side
the endowment fund of #15,000 which many years
and broke his right arm. Sever- should be look after by the use of Mi-oH. Howard of Husband, Pa. "At times ground
8tm,t· at the ,υΡυί the bank· will insure the
of
a
gift
the
were
with
building
his
library
al
of
A tablet
k.i
pony na, if one wants to keep well.
playmates
while
tbe house is so situated as to cut
she was unable te move at all, while at
by Andrew Carnegie has not been given, I all times
I pre- at the time of the accident. The break of this remarkable remedy, taken before
was painful.
ο» the view up the street until the top
walking
as was reported in the papers.
It is !
each meal, will so strengthen the stom"f the bank is reached.
The occupants
sented her with a bottle of Chamber- is a bad one near the joint.
some generous friend of the inach and digestive organs that natural
! Iain's Pain Balm and after a few appliof the carriage did not see the car, which hoped
stitution will soon come to the rescue,
Sick headache results from a disorder- weight will be restored and perfect health
she decided it was the most wonwas coming from Norway, until their
cations
but *s yet the money is not in sight.
: derfui pain reliever she had ever tried, ed stomach and it quickly cured by and strength regained.
norse was on the track.
They tried to
I in fact, she is never without it now and Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabMi-o-na is so nearly infallible in curing
««across, but it was too late to avoid a
collision, ami the car struck the carriage
Prompt treatment of a slight attack of is at all times able to walk. An occa- lets. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., South indigestion and the many diseases resultbefore it could be brought to a stop. Diarrhwa will often prevent a serious sional application of Pain Balm keeps Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway: Jouos ing from a weakened stomach, that a
The best kuown Remedy is away the pain that she was formerly Drug Store, Oxford.
I he carriage was badly wrecked and the sickness
guaruntoe to refund the money is given
with every box, shonld it not give perThey were DR. Skth Arnold's Balsam. Your troubled with." For sale by Shurtleff
People were thrown out.
and
lamed, but apothecary F. A. Shurtleff A Co. war- A Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
somewhat bruised
Bring old glasses to Dr. Parmenter. fect satisfaction. Ask F. A. Shurtleff
rants it to give satisfaction.
A Co. to show jou the Mi-o-na guarantee.
Read ad.
fortunately had no serious injuries.
Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
«UiTH PARIS
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Infants' Wear.
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Wednesday afternoon Is the rerala
meeting of the Universalis! Good Chee
Society.

ONE LOT children's colored dresses of
braid,

yoke and

ruade with

print,

trimmed with

25c.

.........

gingham,

ONE LOT of

style, yoke,

neat

braid trimmed, 2 to 0 years.

50c.
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Ideal Wrappers.
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$1.25, $1.50

make
This

St., Norway
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more

that
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a

you

em-

cannot

Queen Quality, having regard

essentials

great

to the two

women.

decorate it,

can

But for $/oo

better shoe than

means

shoe for

elaborate, you

mechanically

of Fit and

Fashion.

As for its ap-

perfect.

it is

women choose
pearance, the fact that one hundred thousand
it instantly above all other shoes would seem to indicate

M. LUKTT,

AMERICAN LAW

a

solely

foot.

see

them

jit

your

Brassy.

Never Wear

Eyelets.

Fast Color

F. PLUMMER,

J.

1-4

nothing to

It costs

that it is attractive.

Village

•fe?£Sr-

Queen Quality

is the

make it

bellish it, and all that.

give

th.,

can

One of

can't be imt roved.

things which

are some

things

these

perfectly.

hips,

h»°e™nd.nt
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Fit and Fashion.

just

jFiHL·".

OXFORDS $2.50.

BOOTS $3.00.

Wrappers?

Srtoi

ll*l' "p'tortlett

(jbuxm

Agents,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

t.'

High Degree.

A Shoe of

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.
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SHOES

Wanted.
good driving'

—

SHOES

SHOES
Spring

Keith's Konqueror for Men

,,

Revelation for Ladies

Help

pulp

peel
Apply

j

RAMBLER RUNABOUT

Automobile

W. 0. & G. W.
SOUTH

S. RICHARDS,

PARIS,

RAIN
COATS

MAINE.

have became

Spring

pensable

Every
thi ir

All Working

ful
rain

NEW.

Engines
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GERMS

Our

popularity.

long, gracespring overcoats ;

with

They

proof

without

it and tailored

unusual

make

coming

a

Specialty.

in

care.

mott be-

and

overcoat

I
you need not
of a shower.

e

af>aid
Made

fancy worsteds,

cov-

erts and chev ots.

prices.

A. W. Wallier db Son,

$10 to 15

Miss Prince has just returned from

H. B. Foster,

Boston and New York and is now

prepared to show
goods than

ever

a

Norway.

larger line of

before.

Mrs. Gladd:—Come Mrs. Sadd, let's

having

of the $1.25 Quilts for $1
Get
this month, for April first they
will be $1.25.

on

Norway,

Maine.

sale with

goods

earth

can

I ?

My

hurry

to

boots hurt

me sj

!

just

love to

a

go!

easily fixed, I know what to do.
Good Cheer Shoe ; 'or the comfort of life

buy you
tainly lose, unless you

first and

town.

They're

marked 'way down.

Mrs. Gladd :—That is

are

But how

We'll go
you

cer-

wearing

Good Cheer Shoes!

one

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,

a

Mrs. Sadd:—Ο dear, Mrs. Gladd, I'd
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A

adds to

season

looking

j
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Wright:1

indis-

an

gat ment.

ccats are

FOR SALE

Pink-1

Lowest Prices.

Best Work.

Frothingham,

Optician.

SOLD BY

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

j

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Ε. N. SWETT. M.raffw.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W

FAUNCE, Salnimn.

Tolophono lia-8.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
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I bepiu using
Doau's Kidney j
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Eggs

Hatching.

for

White

From pure

Wyandot tes.

Hawkins* strain direct.
50c. pe·
P. M. WYMAN,
setting.
West Paris, Me

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

V

doctoring

for kidney and
liver trouble,
but without ben-

-ι·..

Chas. F. Ri

ψ

/

ν

pnralyz-

most
ed.

could
I
hardly stand on
befeet
my
the
of
cause

numbness and
Had a knife been

lack of ciixulatiou.
thru.- hi to tuy kidueys (ho paiu could
My sleop
n>»t have Imvu more iutenxe.
distorted
was di.-iurbed by visions of
were anfigures. The kidney secretions
noyinsly irregular, and I was tortured j
with thirst and always bloated. I used !
Tills. The
seven boxes of Doan's Kidney
100
bloating subsii'd until I weighed
like a child and
could
less,
sleep
mis
pou
the irregu- I
was relieved or the pain and
larity of the kidney aetiou. My circulation is good and I feel better in every |
way."

A FKKE TRIAL of this groat kidney
will
nie iivitie which cured Mrs. Jackson
of
I» mailed on application to any part
{};»> 1 niicti States. Address Foster-Mil-j
For sale by all
u·· Ο»., îîuûalo. Ν. Y.
is: price, 50 cents per box.
·.'

Early Risers
^

THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.

^

For quick relief from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaundice. Dizziness, and all troubles arising from an Inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are un-

equalled.

They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure
take them. One to two act as a
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely

to

Oculist,

House Norway
Thursday, May 4th, and 1M Thursday
of each following month.
Othct
will be at Elm

topic·
«ouolted. Addraaa: Bdltor Hokbhakrw
Column, Oxford Dfooanrt, Pari·. Main·
la

happy.
suffering;

was

harmless.

They

tonic the liver.

of lntereM lothe iuJ>

JoTTMpondenoe oa

•Doing up" Last Summer's Gowns.
French sateen· will clean beautifully
by putting them in a lather of lukewarm soapsuds in which there has been
ι cupful of salt dissolved; rinse in water
ilso having salt in it; dip in very thin
»tare h and roll up in a clean sheet; in

After
1 >a\s of misery, ihkIus of unrest.
Ko. Οθ.—Word Square».
The distress of uriuary troubles.
To find relief uud cure?
L—1. To beat, to mix Into a mass».
N<> reason why any reader
woman's naine. 3. Watery parShould suffer in the face of evidence t. A
ticles frozen. 4. A bird of pre}·.
like this:
II.—1. The Image of a divinity. 2.
SJN. Almira v. Jai ksm. of East Front (
Given to
SU Traverse City, Mich., says: "For A round roof. 3. A sign. 4.
twenty years I \ mother for temporary use.
■«_

rslC«l
^Ç^L-L'·

NORWAY,

BOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN

HAPPY WOMEN.

A LOW PRICE

Wo.

hours iron on the wrong side.
A tablespoonful of sal-soda in a gallon of cold rinsing-water will brighten
two

t>lue and purple lawns, while a teacupful
)f vinegar to a gallon of water will improve green and pink shades.
Clean black and navy-blue lawns and

TO.—Illustrated ProTerb.

Λ

5p

Remove scorch -stains from your summuslins by soaking the cloth in
lukewarm water, squeezing lemon-juice

b

mer

it and sprinkling a little salt also on
the stain; then bleach in the sun.
Remove coffee stains from a white
dress with the yolk of an egg mixed with
of glycerine; wash off with

aver

ww m

twenty drops

water and iron on wrong side.
In washing very fine muslins, tboy
should be soaked in tepid wster in
which borax has been dissolved, one
tablespoonful of borax to a gallon of
After half an
water being sufficient.
hour they can be rubbed gently in soaps
suds made of fine white curd soap, and
boiling water then poured over them and
A familiar proverb Is here shown.
left to cool. They should be well rinsed
and squeezed rather than wrung ont.
Another way to set colore where there
No. Τ1.—Anagram·.
or green
······· be
very is much pink, purple, lavender
If the ·** ·· ·* the
in the goods is to soak it in strong cold
careful when you let her out, for she
washbefore
alum water a few minutes
··· mm
viciously.
ing. For red, yellow or brown use about
one ounce of sugar of lead to a gallon of
Xu. 72.—Two or Three Cat·.
water.
1. What sort of cat unites well with
Flannel, cashmere or almost any*alldress goods that are to be made
wool
a toilet article?
without shrinking
2. What sort of cat makes you think over, may be washed
or
fading, if handled properly. The
of rellected souutlsï
method is so simple and inexpensive,
3. What sort of cut is allowed m a
and the results so satisfactory, that you
library?
will be sure to abandon all others after
it a trial.
giving
Mu. T;t.—Kructional Problem.
Take the garment apart, and brush it
Take oue-haif of u city of Italy; add until the dust and lint are removed. Use
one-half of a girl's name, one-third of soft water, and hoat it until it is a little
Dissolve
milk.
new
than
a common conjunction and three-sev-1 warmer
enths of pride of success. The com- enough ivory soap in it to make a strong
and wash the cashmere or flannel
pleted word U the name of a country suds,
in it, just as you would wash anything
iu South America.
else. Rinse in water heated the same
warm

β.;
Λ,

S«.

Imp

would

I

teeti-j
The

recently appeared in
the Atchiaon (Kan.) Globe: "Joe Tack,
k well.known engineer, running on the
Following

tem

74.—Enlfma.
tell us In a roundabout

perature.—Ex.

Home-made

Shoulder Braces.

Missouri Pacific between Wichita and
in a big one,
Kiowa, lately
and when he wee in this
with a

picture,

appeared

office to-dav, we aaked him about it. He
says he had terrific pains in hi· stomach,
ftnd thought he had cancer. His drugit
gist recommended Kodol and he says
He recommended it to
oared him.
others, who were also cured." Kodol ι
Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat and
troubles. Just as
cures all stomach
surely as the sun shines your stomaoh
its originally
can be brought back to
pure condition and life sweetened by
this lasting and truly the greatest digestant known. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

DfiILL

NEIGHBORS

STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO.

Owing

to

change might do
the prisoner.

me

good," answered

Avoid all drying inhalants and use
that which cleanses and heals the membrane. Ely's Cream Balm is such a
remedy and cures catarrh easily and
pleasantly. Cold in the head vanishes
quickly. Price 50 cents at druggists or
by mail.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking
and to a great extent loss of hearing.
By the use of Ely's ('ream Balm dropping of mucus had ceased, voice and
hearing have greatly improved.—J. W.
Davidson, Att'y at Law, Monmouth,
111.
Cos Cob
home."

Con—"Kind sir, I have

no

Cynical Citizen—"You're lucky;

got

a

three

I've
home with four cosy corners and

mortgages."

HOT WEATHER PILES.

5ST

SonJ

—

yard

Dyspepsia Cure

200 FARMS FOR SALE

i\

Norway.

U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill, Me.,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

—

ΓLLWOOD woven FIELD FENCE,

POULTRY, RABBIT AND LAWN FENCE. ]

J

|

]

wfOOSilfO.Si

positively
hogs
pigs.
...

WATATAfATATATAfftlifi

AfUpw

!

lasting,
thoroughly

WlUTillTlTlTiTlWiTlTiïlïlTlUTiflTlTiïlTifiTtTIJ^ji
Wcmts®

EVERY ROI OF ELLWOOB FERCE IS 00RIXRTEE».

fencing

satisfactorily

place

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

SIMON

SPECIALTY.

STAHL,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

■

the|

The Kind You Have Always Bought· and which ha» been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and lias been made under bin pcrsupervision since its infancy.
/-coccAiA^ Allow no one todeceive you in tlii ;.

You may use my
done for me.
Alfred J.
name If ycu wish."
—

Pooler, Fairfield, Maine

that followed. Mounter made up
bis miud to get even, and the next day
he showed Taylor where Aunt Nancy,
the cook, had left a Jar of preserves.
Taylor was very fond of sweet
aud Mounter thought be would

fir .8011111

fight

All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good".\
Experiments that trifle with and endanger tlie heal:
Infants and Children—Experience against Expcriu

The True "L.F."Atwood's
Bitters Geaose the System
and Petit/ the Btood

things,

Castoria is

«

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

and Soothing Syrups.

It is Pleasant.

It

contains neither Opium, 3Iorphiue nor othor Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverisliness. It curcs Diarrhœa and Wiu l
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

*L

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings s,JL.

GENUINE

CASTORIA
Bears the

adc Portrait Work

High G

a

goric, Drops

and Pictures,
&

; t,
<

What is CASTORIA

Picture Frames

ALWAYS

Signature of

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

But It Didn't.—"Why did you snatch
the lady's purse?" asked the judge.
"Because, your honor, I thought the

ICE, COAL, ,
LIME, CEMENT

Kodol

Years

and bladder disease.
locomotive engineer, Lima, 0., writes,
"Constant vibration of the engine caused
me a great deal of trouble with my kidused
neys, and 1 got no relief until I
Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff 4
Co.

|

by

together

j

ι

—

Geo. E. Hausan,

ir-

WANTED.

Mounter anil Taylor wore two dogs
ou Mr. Bentley'»
who lived
farm. Mouuter bad made up Lis uilud
that Taylor should.uot cross a fence
ahead of him, and when he did so
there was certain to be a tight. One
day Taylor not only Jumped the fence
of Mounter, but whipped him lu the

"Allow me to write you thee· I :
few lines to let you know that I j
riifll reel have taken one bcttle of your
'L. F.' Bitters for my blood, and |
Better
I
am pleased to say that I am feel·
than he Ing now as I have not felt for ·
I
long time. In feet, ten years.
had felt am
recommending your True 'L.
in Ten
F.' Bitters to ail my frtendsand
telling them what eood It has

Made

Foley's Kidney Cure strengthens the
kidneye and cures all forms of kidney

Licensed Taxidermist,

S. P. Maxim & Son,
A W. Walker &

Mounter and Taylor

Grateful Praise

which are kept in place in the body by
delicate attachments. This is the reason
that travelers, trainmen, street car men,
teamsters and all who drive very much,
suffer from kidney disease in some form.

NASH,

Are You Going
to Paint?

Folks

Little

TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
kidneys
Constant motion jars the

to the attention given to exerPersons afflicted with Piles should be
Inn*— brings us good with a duty
cise in the common schools, children careful at tais season of the year. Hot
FRBPARBD ONLY «V
pay ;
from
who are round-shouldered,
sitting weather and bad drinking water conhours, ι ο :3ο a m. to 4 p. m.
Imp— drives us forward, whether willE. C. OeWitt & Co., Chicago
and standing habitually in a wrong atti- tribute to the conditions which make
ing or iiot;
Eves Examined free.
his
from
better
to
endeavors
fast
among Piles more painful and dangerous. Dealways
tude, are
disappearing
Imp
lot;
us.
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve stops the pain,
So M by Υ. Λ. Shurtleff & Co.
Is a rude and unmannerly chap;
Imp
For those who are growing so fast that draws out the soreness and curee. Get
or
Its
leaves
mark, type, picture
imp—
a correct position seems impossible for the genuine, bearing the name of E. C.
WELLS for y;ur
map;
their slight strength, a pair of home- DeWitt & Co. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
J. WALDO
would injure or ruin a thing;
imp
We can start you In a paying hUMlne»»* ud
will often overcome
Is quiet, doesn't cry. shout oi made shoulder-braces
Imp
MMH capital
MuMbm way ndrinti I"
the difficulty, and help them to assume
Writ·· for free Illustrate·! cutalu^uc
The tadpole—Why on earth are you
o|>eratc
sine!
aii'l full Information.
is hurried, works without taking and retain an upright attitude.
l:np
wiggling and squirming around so much?
unbleached
time;
Three yards of strong,
You make me nervous.
Imp— is faulty and resemble· this furniture-webbing, about one and a half
MASONIC BLOCK,
The pollywog—I got the idea from the
Office: 104 Fulton. St. Ν. Y.
Factory: Atron, O.
rhyme.
the
braces.
for
inches wide, are required
physical culture page of the Sunday paNORWAY.
see
and
a
mirror
r.-lephone Connection.
before
child
Place the
Der.
Xo. 75.—Doable DlaffonaL.
that she is standing as nearly erect as
Each word consists of Ave letters.
the
behind
the
Place
webbing
possible.
PARKER'S
Important to Mother·.
Beginning with the Initials of the lirst back and draw the ends to the front
HAIR 8ALS
of CASTORIA,
Cleuiucg at d f-u fieJ tu·
and ol' the lifth word, the diagonals under the armpits; throw the ends over Examine carefully every bottle
ί
Kr»tu«>te§ a lu> riani growth.
a nfe end rare remedy for Infanta and children,
[
the
behiud
will
them
cross
and
downward
the
shoulders,
upward
J
to
iîovor Tail
Kottorc C:\yJ
reading
liaip to 4ta Youthf'il Cr»%
the armpits again,
{
i-Λ
Cv^is M-m p «i .-ι * u J
spell the uames of a noted Scotch poet back and bring uuder
ύ«ν,»:,ύ £ I.-Oat I>r. *y;
j
fastening the webbing at the waistline
and of a noted German painter.
Leave the webbing a little
Crosswords? L A plant whose stem in front.
loose at first, so as not to make the
2. A governor.
boars stout prickles.
braces irksome, then, from time to time, In TJm For Over SO Yean.
3. A missile weapon. 4. Overthrows.
The Kind You Bat· Aiwayi Bought.
gradually tighten the webbing as the
3. Waste matter.
child grows accustomed to the restraint.
A small pad of wool-wadding, enclosed
Evidence. First Lady—Here's an artiin a piece of wash-leather, should be at- cle. "Do Animals Think?" I wonder if
Mo. 7U.—Appropriate Interjection·.
the
where
the
to
tached
webbing just
1. Appropriate for α furrner.
do?
to they
pressure comes under the armpits,
We havç ju»t received a fresh
2. Appropriate for α seamstress.
Second Lady—I've noticed that my
or chafing.
soreness
relieve
any
hiisband gets off an occasional bright
3. Appropriate for u baukrupt
stock of the following goods which
This same brace has been used with
4. Appropriate for a convalescent.
thing.
and
an
older
effect
person,
upon
good
are unexcelled, for which we solicit
5. Appropriate for u soldier.
has effectually cured a case of round
Bilious Bill was getting bloated,
0. Appropriate for a singer.
your patronage.
shoulders, after the treatment had been
And his tongue was muchly coated.
in for a number of months.
persevered
Patent "tonics" wouldn't cure him,
FLOOR PAINTS. WAX FLOOR
On the Safe Side.
Any slight and simple gymnastic exerBefore You Purchase Any Other Write
Companies would not insure him.
OIL. FLOOR VARNISH, PREwith the braces
< cises used in connection
her
little
took
oltl
grandsou
An
All his friends were badly frightened,
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPAIff
lady
PARED HOUSE PAINTS.
of course, hasten results, but the
ORANGE, MASS.
But their spirits soon were lightened,
to a museum, and when they came to will,
will
worn
if
constantly,
ROOF AND BARN PAINTS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard- a lion with gaping mouth the boy hung braces alone,
For Billy said—and they believed him
round
of
a
case
Home"
overcome
3»>w
is
mad«
but
the
effectually
LA- less of Qual.ty,
SATSUMA
ENAMELS.
«Early Riser pills relieved him.
back. "Don't be afraid, Harold," the shoulders.—New Idea.
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
"That lion Is stuffed."
QUERET. CARRIAGE PAINTS
lady said.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all conditions
Prison Visitor—And why are you inWAGON PAINTS. GOLD AND ofthetrade. Tho »w Home*' stands at thi "Yes," sakl Ilarold. "but maybe he
Please Do
carcerated,
my poor fellow?
head of all High-scrad? family sewing machines
isn't stuffed so full that he couldn't
ALUMINUM PAINTS SHELSecond-Story Jimmy—Aw. I'm a beSaid by authorized dealer· only.
a little boy like me!"
find
for
room
LAC AND VARNISH. PAINT
liever in the simple life an' it's the only
FOR THE WAITRESS.
HobW Variety Store Co., Agent»,
Pass dishes from the left unless you way I can resist the temptation to live
BRUSHES. ETC.
Norwsy, Maine.
odder
Key to the Pussier.
are sure the members of the family are like Speerpont Morgan and dose
gazaboos.
No. 00.— Changed Prefix: Qa-ble. ambidextrous.
Take away the flowers when quite WHAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CUItE?
No-ble.
dead. Surely for their past sweetness
No. 01.—Riddle: Palm.
Answer: It is made from a prescripSouth Paris, Maine.
deserve a decent interment.
and
No. 02.—An Oliellsk: Centrale—Julius they
Dace the embroidered centerpiece tion of a leading Chicago physician,
Dealers in
3.
Caesar. Crosswords—1. J. ~2. Run.
one of the most eminent in the country.
has
a
It
table.
the
middle
of
toward the
The ingredients are the purest that
Calyx. 4. Abide. 5. Flute. 0. Mason. steadying effect.
10.
ϋ. Cheat.
S. Peach,
money can buy, and are scientifically
7. Yacht
off
the
Rub
the
Soup
spoons.
polish
Peeled Pulp Wood. Spruce, Fir. Hemtheir utmost value.
is supposed to be more digestible than combined to get
Hasty. 11. Knave. 12. Birch.
lock ami Poplar, delivered on oars at
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
1. silver polish.
March.
Acrostic:
No.
03.—Single
auy R. K. Station from Pownal to Hethel,
4.
Place the carving-cloth right side up.
3. Regent.
Meteor.
2. Appear.
the coining year.
The man who calls a spade a spade at
It is difficult to forget one's name is
Consul. 5. Hindoo.
E. W. PEXLEY, West Paris.
all times has more enemies than friends.
M.SO
2. Smith, when it stares at one in "endurJ. M. DAY, lirvant's Pood.
No. 04.—Word Making: 1. Am.
able" ink.
! Mat.
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
3. Mart. 4. Trams. 5. Stream
May 30, 1904.
Fetch in the newspapers in winter beCement sidewalks made m iS nnd j
0. Steamer. 7. Streamer.
kidneys Alter the impurities
Healthy
with
fore they are metamorphosed
from the blood, and unless they do this
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square ; No. 05.—Authors: Hawthorne. Green.
Furniture Polish.
snowy sheets.
health is impossible. Foley's KidCement steps made to order. Field, Day, Knight (night), Towûsend.
Observe the bread, butter and water good
It is neither
Best in the market.
makes sound kidneys and will
Moore tuiore). Holmes, Black. Ward. requirements of the guests. Don't make ney Cure
South Paris. Maine.
|
positively cure all forms of kidney and
gummy nor sticky and gives a tine
your mistress woik for her board.
Hardy.
It strengthens the
bladder disease.
lustre. 3ς cents per bottle. Sold
No. 06.—Picture Puzzle:. Pocket-book.
Light the gas when quite dark. It is whole
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
system.
one's
in
self
one's
lose
ι
to
T. F. HATHAWAY,
embarrassing
Purser.
own house.
South Paris, Maine.
Bess—Can't you persuade your fiance
what vm eat.
No. 07.—Magics Square:
See that the temperature of the rooms to
sign the pledge?
is below 150 degrees, so that the guests
Nell—Why should he sign the pledge?
won't "resolve themselves into a dew." He doesn't drink.
Waeli the hair at night. Flowing hair,
Bess—But he'll probably be tempted
however beautiful, does not look as well to after
you are married.
as a cap when answering the door.
3
dinbefore
A REVELATION.
Sharpen the carviug-knife
If you don't, your master may be
1.000 acre·, 1500 to f-Ό,ΟΟΘ; <>q taajr terms. Cub show the buildings ou SO of these (arms. Smm
ner.
If you will make inquiry it will be a
ha«c stock. tools aad household faroitart included. All described lu detail with travelling instrucan
with
his
follow
blessing
tempted to
revelation to yon how many succumb to
It is the nioet complete hook of
tions so that you can visit the furui and trade with the owner.
6
11
5
real farm bargains ever issued. Just out; mailed/»**. Write to-day. Address
ejaculation of a contrary nature.
kidney or bladder troubles in one form
V.
Tromoat
or
Maint.
ISO
Nassau
St.N.
Ttmpl·, Boston,
City,
E. A. STROUT.
Auguste,
FOK tuκ COOK.
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
-A gout·.
Turn out the gas within half an hour medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
2
after the potatoes are boiled. It will go cure. It never disappoints. Sold by F.
W. O. Frothingham, South Paris,
D. M. Fiench,
far toward preserving the sweet temper A. Sburtleff «ft Co.
of your master when the bill comes in.
Some men, like mules, do little head
Sweep up the toast crumbs before
washing the dishes. If you enjoy hear- work and are always kicking.
out after a
4 ι ing your feet crunch, go
The Famous Little
Pills, "Early
enow storm.
n Wash out the dish-cloths daily. Un- Risers," cure Constipation, Sick Headtheir tonic
etc.,
by
Biliousness,
ache,
< let?·
No. «18.
Homonyms: Knew.
kept dainty, they are apt to suggest effect on the liver. They never gripe or
wood-violets.
than
less
sweet
odors
site.
guu. Pare. pear, pain
Sight,
but impart early rising energy.
Keep molds in the kitchen pantry. In sicken,
Rode,
Mnid. made.
Weight, wait
Oood for children or adults. Sold by F.
the china and glass cabinet they remind
road, rowed. Sent, rent.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
one of an elephant in a toy shop.
Scald the pipe in the refrigerator
She (toying with the ring)—And am I
Don't let the ehQdren suffer. If they regularly. You may save your mistress
the first woman vou ever loved?
ire fretful, peevish and cross, give them
a big bill for doctors and trained nurses.
«
He—No, indeed. At the early age of
Iollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. The!
Hang up the brooms. They do their 7 I thought seriously of eloping with my
>e*t baby toaic known.
and
the
bristles
work bo much better when
Strength
teacher.
leaith follow its use. 35 cents. F. A. are not worn in scallops.
M INCH
ihurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.
Absolute efficiency at least expense, somen
Take groceries and fruit out of brown
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
It is exhausting to open fifteen
A. H. Hcrren of Finch, Ark., writes,
A practical fence that will
Miss NvIIm Gsinut—At the zoo I liked paper.
Λ
a banana for the
before
finding
parcels
«linen f
he monk·? house beet.
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
turn cattle,
baby.
Mrs. Kllie Gaunt—Don't say "monkey j
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
Don't coax trouble.
Cover the garbage-pail.
94
INCH
I know that it has cured conand
horses,
otiso." child: it sounds so common, j the
microbe, even though you have
wily
in the first stages." F. A.
sumption
,
'leas*
call
it
the
"apiary."
A fence semcH
a good deal of physical resistance.
Shurtleff & Co.
Send in the soup hot and the salad
that is strong.
Cleanse your system of all impuriti<*
,,,
cold. It is trying to have a good dinner
IA INCH
ItvH month. Now is the time to take
"Flannagan called ye a liar, de he?"
chilled by the soup or made
practically ever"Hedidthot."
Mlister's Rocky Mountaia Tea. Jt win atmosphere
the
salad.—Ex.
lukewarm by
"An' what did ye do?"
»ep you welt all summer. 35 conns. Tea.
proven
"Flanagan."
«Tablets. F. A. Shur< iefl * Co.; Orin
Removable Heels.
effi- f
tevens.
new British inventor in footwear
▲
TIME TRIED AND MERIT PROVEN.
cient under
Jack—I could never learn to lovo promises to exercise a vast influence in
.lmooo nui^tric
m'a*
One Minute Cough Cure is right on
latilda.
the boot and shoe industry. Many atevery possible
it comes to curing Coughs,
have been made at one time or time when
Jim—What's
the
matter
Matilda?*
with
tempts
condition.
etc.
It ia
"Her past."
another to produce a shoe with remov- Croup, Whooping Cough,
to take and
"Never heard anything against her able soles and heels, but for various perfectly harmless, pleasant
is the children'· favorite Cough Syrnp.
If you want your
reasons none have proven satisfactory.
problems
solved, call and see the >ast. What's wrong with it?"
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"Its length."
But a British Arm appears to have solved
ELLWOOD FENCE and let us show you for how little
the problem in producing a shoe that
money you
"Do yon.
any reliabce on the
can get absolute satisfaction.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no has all the appearance and merit of an
weather predictions?''
piates and can safely be given to chil- ordinary well-made
so
but
conshoe,
"Ye·," answered Farm Corntossel.
ren.
F. A. Shurtieff A Co.
structed that the heel and sole can be "I aline
give 'em credit fer one thing.
"What Is your idea of aa indulgent easily-taken o£f and new ones put on.
The weather mentioned ia always prolother?" asked the typewriter boarder.
The advantages of saoh a shoe are dnced sooner or
later, although the
"An Indulgent mother," replied
ébvious, and tlje most striking feature of dates aren't always strictly accurate."
Id bechelor, "is one who never inter- the,patent, according to the American
ne· when her
simplicity. ▲
Why anffer with spring tiredness,
darling cherubs make· inventor, is its absolute
fe miserable for other people."
factory for the manufacture of these mean, cross feeling, no strength, no ap■hoes is in active operation at Leeds, petite? Holliater'a Rooky Mountain Tea
A
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly Eng., and by the enthusiastic way in will make yon well and keep yon well.
which
it is spoken of in the British press 36 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtdapted for asthma, bronchitis and
For Price and Particulars address,
it baa .evidently met with popular ap- leff ά Co.; Orln Stevens.
oarsenaes.
F. A. ShnrtleB A Co.
wa> ;

Animal Story

Por

notice

by washing in hot suds containing a cupful of salt; rinse in very blue
water and dry in the shade; then dip in
very blue and thin starch, and when
She—"Would you have me believe I
nearly dry, iron with a moderately warm
am the first girl you ever proposed to?"
iron on the wrong side.
He—"Goodness, no! I suppose I've
Tour nice
ginghams and percales
dozen."
should be washed in moderately warm asked a
She—"And they all refused you?"
water, having salt in it to "set" the
He—"Of course. Every one of them
colors. Dry them in the shade, and use
knew I was head over heels in love with
very thin, warm—not cold—starch; iron
an the wrong side with a medium warm you."
She—"You dear boy!"
iron. Do not soak them over night.
batietes

I>î>ûKj
Td1ffNal IR
"

STRICTLY GENUINE.
Most of the patent medicine
moniale are probably genuine.

cat the preserves aud be punished for
it. but Taylor did much worse than
that, lie kept pushing his bond into the
jar to get the very last slice of preserve. and thê small neck of it slipped
When lie tried to pull
over his ears.
back lie could not «et his head out.
Aunt Nancy, mistaking him for some
dreu ful wild beast, screamed till Mr.

*·» chlldrent

safr sure. Mo opiate»

Most Housekeepers UseA

Glenwood

not to jump over any
ahead of me."—Atlanta

promise yourself

Constitution.

Lawful Debt LoKiilly Collcctrd.
When Mike left the c..:p2oy of Broth»r Bubbles, who keeps a country store
aud also "farms it" in Washington
county. Me. lie owed a considerable
Mike
balance to Brother Hubbies.

Your Old Range taken in Exchange

Brother

Bubbles

had

ceased

drop gentle hints about the

to

little bill Mike became the owner of a
single lusty hog, of which he was inordinately proud. He bragged about
It unceasingly, and Brother Bubbles
made a friendly call one day to see it
and praised the hog In a way that de-

the heart of the lucky owner.
"Can't see how ye got him so fat,
Mike," said Brother Ituhbies. "Mine
1 guess It
don't till out that way.

lighted

takes an Irishman to bring iij> a pig."
Then after a pause Brother Bubbles
added: "I've got a sliote I'll give ye if
what
you want it. I should like to see
ye can do with my stock."
There Is an old saying that sets
forth the danger of trusting the (Jreeks
even when they offer gifts, but Mike
had never heard it. At the first opportunity he went over to Brother
Bubbles' barn and brought away the
sorriest looking shote that ever lived.
The next day Brother Bubbles "levled" on the big hog. The law would
not have

long

one

as

permitted him to do that so
Mike was the owner of only

pig.
Ocean Stremn»,

The frosh inflow of suit water from
tlio Arctic seas which mingles with the
inflow of the rivers produces in the
regions of tiie nortii and east of the
New Siberian archipelago n vast cold,
clearing out current, which carries 1m?fore it all the fragmcuts of the central
Ice fleld, forming thus a mighty drift
toward the eastern const of (îreen-

CATARRH
Kany

Dear George—Things look blue, but they
Take η cheerful
will brighten lip soon.
HIRAM.
view of the situation.
au

Balm

use.

pleasant to

Contains

jurious druf;·

in-

no

'Mfnianil clcanscethe1

ground as they

used to hope. They are,
specializing, and some of
them are writing so conscientiously
and observing so well that those of our
own practitioners whose tendency Is to
repeat a convention rather than return
afresh to life with each book ought to
London
be
feeling uncomfortable.

therefore,

\OTICK.
the I 'Istrlct < "oi:rt nf the I'nltel states for the
District of Maine. In It.-»nkruptuy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
WILLIS O. RECORD,
of South l'art», I! <nkrupt. I
3T0 the creditors of WlUle O. Record In the
1
'ounty of Oxford anil district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on t' e i'.tth d.iy of
<>. Record wan
\prll, Λ. I) 1!<0S, the said Willis
luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the lirst
held
at the Court
be
will
creditors
Ills
of
meeting
House, In South Paris, on the 17th day of Vav,
Λ. I). 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
line the said c:editors may attend, prove their
daim», appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
mil transact such other butines» as may pro|ierly
:omc before raid meeting.
η

HumlrcdJOfcliUdreuiiudnduItKl.ave

§

inneitlon.
"You know." said Mies Kreech after
her solo, "I Intend to go abroad to finish my musical education."
"Why not finish it right now," suggested Miss Cadley, "and save the ex-

pense?"—Philadelphia Ledger.
VW Inatance.

"Lucy," askrd the teacher, "what is
"
the meaning of 'succinct?'

"It means short, ma'am."
"A rabbit has a succinct tall."—ChiMaiden Lady—It la very good of you. proval.
"He isn't as black as he's painted."
cago Tribune.
r, to give me your seat.
'Do <not set earthqp dishes in a hot
"No; and his wife isn't aa white aa
Pat O'Brady—Not at all, mum. It's a 1 wen or upon the stove. It cracks the she'·
powdered."
No road is too long to the man who
Doty we owe to the sex. Some (oik rikcing and renders them unfit for use.
You never heard of any one naing advances deliberately and without unaly do it when a woman ia young and I Thesaeil of such dishes is very disretty; but I saya the mx an (I not the ip- j ifMeable, and .eases of poisoning have Foley'· Hooey and Tar and not being due haste.—Broyera
ivldual.
satisfied. V. A. Shurtleff à Co.
been tnoed to tlulf ose,1

DECORATE.

white uikl·*
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inoli a king. IJIack stallion,
owned
1HS0
by
If!
behind.
hands, weighs
pounds,
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford. M.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

worms, but are tn-autl furotheruiseaM-.i.
The nymptoui3<llv:—Indigmtluu, with u
vurlableuppetlte ; foultoniciie; olTermlvo
breath; bard and full lielly with occaHionalgriplnusand paint about tin· navel;
theimwo;
eyes heavy and dull ; iti'hinguf
short, dry coutil ; grinding of the teeth :
starting during Bleep; alow fever; anil
often In children, convulsions.

II :-·· i')
Sired by Dauk Dkyii., 2.01·, by Μλμιικινο Kixu, ''The Handsomest
.1 i:\vki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1·-'; D'uinni
the World." Dam .1 κ w κι..
snip, riiiIn hind ankin
King, (p) 2 lit 1-2; 1'oint Dexter. 2.21 1-2:) llav mare, large
Aimovt lu. Is-"·'
white. Foaled Junes, lsst». Bred at Village Farm. Sired by
I.
2 11
Record 2.2(1. Sire of llell Hamlin, 2.12 ."1-4; Wardwell, 2 14 1-1: (ilobe, )»i otheti»
And
2.15 1-4: Wardwell, (p) 2 I·» 1-4; Architect, (p) 2 10 1-4;
Orvid,

(|.)

TRUE S

in 2..Ί0.

ELIXIR

orm

Hlack colt,
at

COUNT

large stripe,

front ankles

DIRECT.

white, hind legs

white.

Foaled

■

ni<·

Village Farm.

Dam, The Countess,

SlKKI» 11Y DlKKCT Haï., 2.04 1-4.

......

('hliiieslirlnu(4),'J.'> I 4, hire of KlorM.i
Chime* (p). 2 1<> 1-4, awl 2 other* In 2.'o.

Duiii of

Portland Division.

.......
2d dam, Toilet,
I>ain of Ko-l'limry I .o^atce, 2.:il 1 2; (Jceer Hoy.

2.20 1-4.

by Mambrino

by Almout.

Jr., Iv

by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid

Meter of l. OMnleUl. 2.2*.· ;14 : |;nitiition of
l.ucrct'a, 2.20: lll.tlne, 2.27 12; ·1:ιιιι of Λ mont
Dictator, !-l»e rf 1.

King, !-7",
'.

11·'».

WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARK
TERMS: *25 TO WARRANT. ALL MAKES AT OWNERS' RISK.

REDUCED KATES.
81-00.

91.00
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, anil India Wharf, Boston,

fffaerooins

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

Bred

1902.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Port In n<1 to Boston,

WHEELER. >■>[ TH

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
PA HIS, MAINE. TERMS: §25 To WARRANT.

remedy made. It lias
been In use since |sjl. Is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are present It acts iisaTonlc,
and corrects tin' condition of the mucous membrane cd the stomach and
tiowi-lg. Λ positive cure lor Const I nation and lilllousness, and u valuable
muedy In allthe common complaints
cf children. I'rlce 3i cts. Asli jour
drug'jlxt lor It.
Itr. J. F. TUl'K A: <«.. Auburn, Mr.
I';.».; ni.-i.
SlHvlallnaUut'iitfjr fijie Worm·. I

M.

low

MK.

QUAKER RANGE

a^

other lines.

J.

F. LISCOMB,

Agent,

Franklin Wharf,

Portland, Me

Notice.

Prices of Ice for season of 1900 ami

until further'notice.
FAMILY TRADE.
15
20

pounds daily

per montb,

·? .75
1 00
1.25

25

1.50

30
35

1.75

"

«'

"

"

ICE FOIt ICE CREAM.

pounds 5c.,
pounds 15c.
20

A Mean

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
.South Paris, Maine.
t<> THE M:W
Your name and addre-s on a postal card
«ill
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New York City,
a
free
copy.
sample
bring you

South Parla, May 1,1005
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Itankruptrv.

—

Times.

HEAD

Inflammation. COLn

Λ11ay β
Heale and Protects the Membrane. Restore*
the Sense» of Taste ami Smell. LarKO Size 50
cento, at Drugglnte or by ma l. Trial Size l'lc. by
mall.
BLY BROTHERS, !W Warren Street. New York

Novel.

The great American novel, of which
so much was once heard, docs not
come, but the work is gradually being
written In departments. The country
is too vast, as the novelists have perhaps seen, for one novel to cover the

almost .1»
newspaper for buey people,
and your Rural Free Delivery < λιπ··ι
brings it to your door tliree times every week.
ll is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Kriilay*.
and contains all the most important news of T!ie Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
have n> t
If you live in the village or on a farm and
elo>«* t<b
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in
>r.
small
with all important news of the· world at a verv
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-NVEF-ΚΙΛ
« :li
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it
The Oxford Democrat
your own favorite local newspaper,

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

I tin quickly Λ bsorlied.
(Îlves Relief at once.

Vigo, and its power plays an important
and capricious part in the meteorology
of Europe.

*

Tri-Weekly Tribune

IS

Cream
Ely's and

This cold current hears along on
surface floes, ice fields, icebergs,
hummocks, etc., and washes up along
the (Sreenland coust an almost insupercurrent
this
When
barrier.
able
reaches Cape Farewell It divides, one
portion descending straight toward
Newfoundland, while the other goes
to increase the current in Ratlin's bay
It is this last
and Hudson strait.
mentioned current which carries Icebergs even down to the latitude of

vice.
It happened that the Junior partner
on this particular day had just Iwvome
the father of a pair of fine twin boys.
While his friends In the office were
congratulating him upon this event η
messenger entered with a telegram.
He opened It and read the following
message from the senior partner:

κοκ

eraκ

its

Timely Advice.
When a certain financial panic broke
out the senior editor of a trade Journal
published in the interests of business
men and financiers was on a visit to
a mining town. Fearful lest his Junior
In the ofllce at home might give editorial utterance to pessimistic views
and weaken public confidence still further. he hastened to a telegraph ofllce
and dispatched η brief message of ad-
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THE

CLEAV^IXe
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Innd.

The Great Auerli

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

I. W.

but more intimate acquaintances of
Brother Bubbles never lost faith that
the account would he squared in due

even

You Would
^ Y°u Knew About It

|'*Makes Cooking Easy"

seemed quire willing to forget about it,

time.
After

THC CCNTAUK COMPANY, »T MURRAY BTRCCT, NCW YORK CITY.

FOLEYSHONEMAR

heo<l
<i brown preserve crook on his
Instead of a wolf that bail got into the
smokehouse. When Mr. Bentley broke
the crock lie lilt Taylor's head pretty
hard, but that was part of his punoff
ishment. As the two d >gs walked
"I'll never
said.
Taylor
poor
together
eat preserves again a< long as I live."
And Mounter said, "You'd better
fence.;

In lise For Over 30 Years.

SOUTH PARI?.

Nichols St..

Bentley brought bis gun. Taylor camc
in tiun
χ cry near being shot, but just
uis master saw that It was a dog with

more

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

L. M. TUFTS,

TAYLOH WAS FOND OP 8WKET THINGS.

50

pounds 10c.,

100

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.

WHOLESALE.

AU customers taking 500 pounds and
at one delivery $1.50 per ton. Less
:ban 500 pounds at one delivery $2.00 per
Jver
»n.

Farmers

supplied at

ice house as

ranted at 11.50 per ton.

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

they

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

C. E. BENNETT,
Deafer

as

D0Wn

50 Cts.

.
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Variety ?tore, Norway.

In Ice,

sou ι π paris Ann Norway.
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